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Introduction 

A representation of a discrete group G in the category P(F) of finite dimen-
sional vector spaces over a field F could be defined as a pair (V,p : G —> 
Aut(F)) where V G P(F) and p is a group homomorphism from G to the 
group Aut(V) of bijective linear operators on V. This definition makes sense 
if we replace P(F) by more general linear structures like P(R), the category 
of finitely generated projective modules over any ring R with identity. 

More generally, one could define a representation of G in an abitrary 
category C as a pair (X, p : G —> Aut(X)) where X G ob(C) and p is a 
group homomorphism from G to the group of C-automorphisms of X. The 
representations of G in C also form a category Cq which can be identified with 
the category [G/G, C] of covariant functors from the translation category 
G/G of the G-set G/G (where G/G is the final object in the category of 
G-sets (see 1.1.6).) 

It is the aim of these notes to explore connections between Cq and K-
theory for suitable categories C (e.g. exact categories) when G is a finite, 
profinite or compact Lie group. 

When C = P(C), (C the field of complex numbers) and G is a finite 
or compact Lie group, the Grothendieck group Kq(Cq) (see 1.2 or 2.1) can 
be identified with the group of generalized characters of G and thus pro-
vides the initial contact between representation theory and K-theory. If F 
is an arbitrary field, G a finite group, P{F)q can be identified with the 
category M(FG) of finitely generated FG-modules and so, Kq(P(F)g) — 
K0{M(FG)) Gq(FG) yields K-theory of the group algebra FG, thus pro-
viding initial contact between K-theory of P(F)q and K-theory of group-
algebras (see 1.2.3). More generally, if R is a commutative ring with iden-
tity, then the category P{R)g can be identified with the category Pr(RG) 
of i?G-lattices and so, for all n > 0, Kn(P(R)G) can be identified, with 
KU(Pr(RG)) which, when R is regular, coincides with KN(M(RG)) usually 
denoted by GN(RG) (see Sec. 2). 

For such regular rings R (e.g. R = ring of integers in a number field 
or p-adic field F, or more generally R a Dedekind domain with quotient 
field F), the notion of group ring RG (G finite) generalizes to the notion 
of i?-orders A in a semi-simple algebra S when char(F) does not divide the 
order of G and so, computing K-theory of i?-orders automatically results in 
the computation of K-theory of grouprings RG, which we have seen above 
is the study of integral representation theory of G. A review of K-theory of 
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orders and grouprings in this context is given in Sec. 2. A generalisation of 
this context to modules over 'EI' categories is discussed in 2.6. 

Now, if S_ is the translation category of any G-set S, the category [5, C] 
of covariant functors from 5 to C is also called the category of G-equivariant 
C-bundles on S because if C = P(C), then [5, P(C)] is just the category of 
G-equivariant C-bundles on the discrete G-space S so that ifo[£, £(C)] := 
KQ(S,P(C)) is the zero-dimensional G-equivariant if-theory of S. One 
of the goals of these notes is to exploit representation theoretic techniques 
(especially induction theory) to define and study equivariant higher algebraic 
if-theory and their relative generalizations for finite, profinite and compact 
Lie group actions in the context of category theory and homological algebra 
with the aim of providing new insights into classical results as well (iv) as 
open avenues for further applications. 

Induction theory has always aimed at computing various invariants of 
a given group G in terms of corresponding invariants of certain classes of 
subgroups of G. For example if G is a finite group, it is well known by Artin 
induction theorem that two G-representations in P(C) are equivalent iff their 
restrictions to cyclic subgroups of G are isomorphic. In other words, given 
the exact category P(C), and a finite group G, we have found a collection 
V(P(C), G) of subgroups (in this case cyclic subgroups) of G such that two 
G-representations in P(C) are equivalent iff their restrictions to subgroups 
in V(P(C),C) are equivalent. One could then ask the following general 
question: Given a category A and a group G, does there exist a collection 
V(A, G) of proper subgroups of G such that two G-representations in A are 
equivalent iff their restrictions to subgroups in T>(A, G) are equivalent? 

As we shall see in these notes, Algebraic if-theory is used copiously to 
answer these questions. For example, if G is a finite group T any G-set, C 
an exact category, we construct in Sec. 4, for all n > 0, equivaxiant higher 
if-functors 

as Mackey functors from the category GSet of G-sets to the category Z-
mod of Abelian groups (i.e. functors satisfying certain functorial proper-
ties, in particular, categorical version of Mackey subgroup theorem in rep-
resentation theory) in such a way that for any subgroup H of G, we iden-
tify K%(G/H,M(R)) with Kn(M{RH)) := Gn{RH), K%(G/H,P(R)) with 
Kn{PR{RH)) := Gn(R,H) and P°(G/H,P(R),G/e) with Kn(RH) for all 
n > 0. Analogous constructions are done for profinite groups (Sec. 5) and 
compact Lie groups (Sec. 6). 
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For such Mackey functors M, one can always find a canonical smallest 
class Um of subgroups of G such that the values of M on any G-set can 
be computed from their restrictions to the full subcategory of G-sets of the 
form G/H with H € Um- The computability of the values of M from its 
restriction to G-sets of the form G/H, H € Um for finite and profinite 
groups is expressed in sec. 4 and sec. 5 in terms of vanishing theorems for 
a certain cohomology theory associated with M (and Um) - a cohomology 
theory which generalizes group cohomology. In Sec. 3.2, we discuss the 
cohomology theory (Amitsur cohomology) of Mackey functors, defined on an 
arbitrary category with finite coproducts, finite pullbacks and final objects 
in Sec. 3.1 and then specialize as the needs arise for the cases of interest 
- category of G-sets for G finite (in Sec 3, Sec. 4), G profinite (Sec. 5) -
yielding vanishing theorems for the cohomology of the K-functors as well as 
cohomology of profinite groups (see 5.2). 

The equivariant K-theory discussed in these notes also yield various com-
putations of higher K-theory of group rings (e.g. see 4.3.6, 4.3.7, 2.5.16, 
2.5.17, 5.1.5, 6.3.10) for finite profinite and compact Lie groups. 

The last section (Sec. 7) deals with a brief focus on some connections 
between stable homotopy theory, Mackey functors and the equivariant K-
theory developed in sec. 3 to Sec. 6. In 7.2, we present the main features 
of the work of K. Shimakawa who provided (for G a finite group) a G-
spectrum formulation of part of the (absolute) equivariant theory discussed 
in 4.1. It will be nice to have a G-spectrum formulation of the relative theory 
discussed in 4.2 as well as a G-spectrum formulation for the equivariant 
theory discussed in Sec. 5 and Sec. 6 for G profinite and G compact Lie 
group. However, P. May informs me that equivariant infinite loop space 
theory itself is only well understood for finite groups. He thinks that profinite 
groups may be within reach but compact Lie groups are a complete mystery 
since no progress has been made towards a recognition principle in that case. 
Hence, there is currently no idea about how to go from the type of equivariant 
Algebraic K-theory categories defined in these notes to a G-spectrum when 
G is a compact Lie group. 
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1 Category of Representations and Constructions 
of Grothendieck Groups and Rings 

1.1 Category of representations 

1.1.1 Let G be a group (discrete), V a vector space over a field F. A 
representation of G on V is a group homomorphism p : G —Aut(V) where 
Aut(V) is the group of invertible linear operators on V. Call V a represen-
tation space of p. 

An action of G on V is a map p : G x V —> V p(g • v) := gv such 
that ev — v,(gh)v = g(h(v)). Note that an action p : G x V —• V gives 
rise to a representation py : G —>• Aut(V) where pv(g) '•= pg '• v —> p{g,v) 
and conversely any representation py : G Aut(V) defines an action p : 
GxV -.{g,v)^ pg{v). 

Two representations p. p' with representation spaces V, V are said to be 
equivalent if there exists an F-isomorphism ft of V onto V' s.t. 

p'(g) = Ms) • 

The dimension of V over F is called the degree of p. 

1.1.2 Remarks 

(i) For the applications, one restricts V to finite-dimensional vector spaces. 
We shall be interested in representations on V ranging from such clas-
sical spaces as vector spaces over complex numbers to more general 
linear structures like finitely generated projective modules over such 
rings as Dedekind domains, integers in number fields and p-adic fields 
etc. 

(ii) When G, V have topologies, we have additional requirement that p be 
continuous. 

(iii) More generally G could act on a finite set S i.e. we have a permutation 
s —^ gs of S satisfying the identities Is = s,g(hs) = (gh)s for g,h 6 
G,s € S. Let V be the vector space having a basis (es)ses indexed by 
s € S. So, for g € G, let pg be the linear map V —> V sending ex to 
egx. Then p : G —> Aut(V) becomes a linear representation of G called 
permutation representation associated to 5. 
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(iv) Let A be a finite-dimensional algebra over a field F and V a finite 
dimensional vector space over F. A representation of A on V is an al-
gebra homomorphism p : A —>• HomF(V, V) = Endp(V) i.e., a mapping 
p which satisfies: 

p(a + b)= p(a) + p(b), p(ab) = p{a)p(b) 

p(aa) = ap(a), p(e) = 1 ,a,b € A,a € F , 

e the identity element of A. 
Now, if p : G —> Aut(V) is a representation of G with representation 
space V, then there is a unique way to extend p to a representation 
p of FG with representation space V i.e. p(Y,agg) = T,agp(g). Con-
versely every representation of FG, when restricted to G, yields a 
representation of G. Hence there is a one-one correspondence between 
F-representations of G and representations of FG i.e. one-one corre-
spondence between representations of G with representation space V 
and FG-modules. 

Definition 1.1.1 means that we have a representation of G in the category 
P(F) of finite dimensional vector spaces over F. This definition could be 
generalised to any category as follows 

1.1.3 Let ^ be a category and G a group. A G-object in (or a repre-
sentation of G in is a pair (X, p),X 6 ob p : G —»• Aut(X) a group 
homomorphism. We shall write pg for p(g). 

The G-objects in r€ form a category C€cj where for (X, p),(X', p') 6 
ob <^G,mor^G((X,p), (X',p')) is the set of all morphisms ip : X —>• X' 
such that for each g € G, the diagram X -p^ X 

fr X' 
(p commutes. 

1.1.4 Examples 

(i) When c€ = FSet, the category of finite sets, % = GSet the category 
of finite G-sets. 

(ii) When F is a field, and ^ = P(F), then P(F)G is the category M{FG) 
of finitely generated FG-modules. 
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(iii) When R is a commutative ring with identity and — M_(R) the 
category of finitely generated R-modules, then ^g — M(RG), the 
category of finitely generated i?G-modules. 

(iv) If R is a commutative ring with identity, and ^ = P_(R), then P(R)G — 
PR(RG), the category of i?G-lattices i.e. i?G-modules that are finitely 
generated and projective over R. 
Note that for a field F, every M G M(FG) is an FG-lattice and so 
M{FG) = PF(FG). 

1.1.5 Let S be G-set (G discrete group). We can associate to 5 a category 
5 as follows: 

ob 5 = elements of 5; morgjs, t) = {(g, s)|g G G, gs = t} . 

Composition of morphisms is defined by (h, t) o (g,s) — (hg,s), and the 
identity morphism s —> s is (e, s) where e is the identity of G. S_ is called 
the translation category of S. 

• For any category c£̂  let [S_, c€\ be the category of (covariant) functors 
( : S_ which associates to an element s G S a ^-object (s and to 
a morphism (g,s) a <?f-map C(g,s) • Cs Cgs, s G S C(e,s) = id(s and 
C(g,hs) ° C(M = C(gh,s) for all g,h G G,s G S. Call such a functor a G-
equivariant "^-bundle on S. 

The motivation for this terminology is that if c€ is the category of finite 
dimensional vector spaces over the field C of complex numbers, then ( is 
indeed easily identified with a G-equivariant C-vector bundle over the finite 
discrete G-sets S. 

1.1.6 Examples 

(i) For any category there exists an equivalence of categories [G/G, ~ % 
given by £ H- (C*,p : G Aut(C*);g -> C(g,*)) where C5>* G Aut(C*), 
Si l lCe = 9-1,*)' 
Hence if G is a finite group, we have 
• [G/G,M(R)] ~ M{R)G - M(RG), if R is a commutative ring with 
identity 
. [G/G,P(R)]^PR(RG). 
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(ii) (a) Let ^ be a category and X a fixed "^-object. Define a new category 
jX (resp. X/'tf) called the category of "^-objects over X (resp. under 

X) as follows: 

The objects of ff/X (resp. X / f f ) are pairs (A,<p:A—>X) (resp. 
(B, <5 : X —> B)) where A (resp. B) runs through the objects of (€ and 
<p through mor^(A, X) (resp. S through 1f{X, B)). If (A, cp), (A', <p') £ 
tf/X (resp. (B, 6), (B', 6') € X/V) then V/X((A, (p), (Ar, i f f ) ) = {ip e 
V(A,A')\<p = <p'ip) (resp. X/tf({B,5),(B',8')) = {p e tf(B,B')\S' = 
P7}, i.e., a morphism from (A, <p) to {A1, ip') (resp. (B, (5) to ( B 5 ' ) ) 
is a commutative triangle 

(b) If in (a) <af = GSet S e GSet, we have GSet/5 (resp. S/GSet). 
Note that if S € GSet, the category S can be realized as a full subcat-
egory of GSet/5 whose objects are all maps G/e —> S where s € S is 
identified with ( f s : G/e —»• S g gs) and (g, s) is identified with 

If ^ = FSet in (i), then we have an equivalence of categories [5, FSet] ~ 
GSet jS defined as follows: 

For C € [5, FSet], the set |d = {(s,a;)|s 6 S,x € 0 } is a G-set w.r.t. 
G x |C| -»• |C| : (9, (a,®)) a n d ICI S : (s,x) i ^ s i s a 
G-map (note that |C| could be described as the disjoint union of fibres 
ofO-
Conversely, if <p : S' —v S is a G-map over S, then ip : S' -> S gives 
rise to a "^-bundle ( over S with fibres (s = <p~1(s) and maps C(g,s) : 

Cs Cgs % t-> gx. It is easily checked that a "^-bundle morphism 
H : £ —> between two ^-bundles corresponds to a G-map between 

A 
<p \ 

A! 
(resp. s \ 6') of ^ — morphisms 

B -/» B' 

(,p{g)), G/e —>• G/e : x M- xg"l,x e G/e 
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the corresponding G-sets over S and vice-versa, and that this way we 
get indeed an equivalence of categories. 

(iii) (a) Let G/H (resp. H/H) be the category associated with the G-set 
G/H (resp. H-set H/H). Then the functor H/H ->- G/H given by 
*H >->• H G G/H and (u: *#) ^ (u, H) for u G H is an equivalence of 
categories. 

Proof. The proof follows from the fact that if r<o\ is a full subcategory 
of a category and if for any "^-object X there exists X' G such 
that X' = X, then c1o\ 1&2 is an equivalence of categories (see [67]). 
Now, since H/H is full in G/H and any object in G/H is isomorphic to 
*H = H £ G/H we may apply this fact to ^ = H/H and <*f2 = G/H. 

(b) The equivalence H/H —> G/H of categories in (a) defines an equiv-
alence of categories [G/H, crf] —> [H/H, c£\ for any category c€. Hence 
^ h which has been shown to be isomorphic to [H/H, already, is 
equivalent to [G/H, ff]. 

Remark. Note that it follows from (ii) and (iii) (b) that we now 
have an equivalence of categories between GSet / (G/H) and HSet ~ 
HSe t / (H /H) defined by associating to any G-set S over G/H the pre-
image of *jj = H in G/H considered as an H-set. 

(c) Let G be a finite group, H < G,T a H-set and G x T the induced 
H 

G-set defined as a set of H-orbits (g, t) C G x T with respect to the 
H-action h(g,t) = (gh~l,ht),h G H,g G G,t G T. Then the functor 
T —> G x T given by t H~> (e,t),(g,t) >->• (g,(e,t)), is an equivalence H 
of categories and so, for any category [G x T, (€\ —> [T, c£\ is an 

H 
equivalence of categories. Note that h G G acts on (g, t) £ G xHT by 
h{g,t) = (hg,t). 

Proof. Again, with f i = T,? 2 = Gx T, the embedding % 
H 

defined above makes c€\ a full subcategory of such that any object 
in is isomorphic to some object in (the image of) c€\. (Details are 
left to the reader as an exercise.) 
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1.2 Some construction of Grothendieck groups and rings 

1.2.1 Let (A, +) be an abelian semi-group. Define a relation on A x A 
by (a, b) ~ (c, d) if there exists u € A such that a + d + u = b + c + u. It can 
be easily checked that is an equivalence relation. 

Let A be the set of equivalence classes o f W e shall write [a, b] for the 
equivalence class of (a, b) under Define addition -j- on A by [a, b]+[c, d\ = 
[a + c, b + d\. Then, one can see that (A, +) is an abelian group where the 
identity element is [a, a] and the inverse of [a, 6] is [6, a]. Moreover, we 
have a well-defined additive map / : A —>• A : a t-> [a + a, a] which is 
injective if and only if A is a cancellation semi-group, i.e. if and only if 
a + c = b + c =>• a = 6, V a, b, c € A. Note that / is neither injective nor 
surjective in general. It can be easily checked that A possesses the following 
universal property with respect to the map / : A —> A defined above. 

Given any additive map h : A —>• B from A into an abelian group B, 
then there exists a unique map g : A —> B such that h = g f . A is usually 
called the Grothendieck group of A and is sometimes denoted by K(A). 

1.2.2. Remarks 

(i) If A,B,C are abelian semi-groups together with additive maps / : 
A x B —»• C, then / extends to a unique bi-additive map / : A x 
B —> C of the associated Grothendieck groups. In particular, if A is a 
"half-ring" or "semi-ring", i.e. an abelian additive semi-group together 
with a bi-additive multiplication A x A —A : (a,b) —» ab, then the 
multiplication extends uniquely to a multiplication A x A —>• A which 
makes A into a ring (commutative if A is commutative) with identity 
1 = [1 + 1,1] in A if 1 e A. 

(ii) If B in (i) is a "half-module" = semi-module over the half-ring =semi-
ring A (i.e. if B is an abelian semi-group together with a bi-additive 
map Ax B —> B : {a,b) i->• a • 6 satisfying a'(ab) = (a'a)b for a, a' € 
A,b E B), then the associated Grothendieck group B is an A-module. 

(iii) The construction of the Grothendieck group K(A) = A can be shown 
to be equivalent to the following: 
Let (-F(yl),-i-) be the free abelian group, freely generated by the ele-
ments of A and let R(A) be the subgroup of F(A) generated by ele-
ments a+b -(a + b), a,be A. Then K{A) ~ F(A)/R(A). 
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1.2.3 Examples 

(i) If A = {1,2,3,... }, then A = K{A) = Z, i.e. - as the reader may have 
observed already - the construction in 1.2.1 is just a generalization of 
the standard method of constructing integers from natural numbers. 

(ii) The isomorphism classes of objects in a small category with finite co-
products _L form a semi-group and we thus have the Grothendieck 
group which we shall write as or In the 
special case ^ = M_{R), we write G^(R) for Kn(M(R), and in case 

= P{R) we write K®(R) for K®(P(R)). By way of notation, if 
I £ we shall write (X) for the isomorphism class of X in and 
[X] for the image of (X) under the canonical map —> 

Examples (1) If ^ = M_(R), R Noetherian ring, then we write G^(R) for 
K®(M(R)). 

(2) If If = P(R), R any ring with identity, we write K®(R) for K®{P(R)). 
(3) If If = FSet, '_L' = disjoint union 'U' we write i^(FSet). 
(4) Let X be a compact space, F = R or C. VBP(X) the category 

of finite dimensional vector bundles on X, '±' = Whitney sum '©'. Write 
KO(X) for K®{VBR{X)) a n d KU(X) for K®{VBC{X). 

(iii) If in (ii) above possesses a further composition 'o', say, such that 
^ is distributive with respect to '_L' and 'o', then 'o' induces a multiplicative 
structure which makes _L) into a ring. We denote the ring by Koffi, _L 
, o) or just KqC^o) when the context is clear. 
E.g. If R is a commutative ring with identity, then for both M(i?) and 
P{R), put 'J_'='0', '0'='®' and get rings K0(M(R),@,®) := Gf?(R) and 
Kq(P(-R),©,®) := K®(R) respectively. 

(iv) If _L) is a category with finite coproducts '±', G any group, then 
is also a category with finite coproducts '_L' if we define (X, p)±(X', p') := 

(X ±X',p ± p') where p JL p' : G -»• Aut(X JL X') is defined by G P-H 
Aut(X) x Aut(X') ->• Aut(X JL X') since '_L' defines a functor <*f x <af <af. 
Hence we obtain the Grothendieck group K$ (j^G, which we could 
simply write as Kq(c&g)-

If ^ possesses a further associative composition 'o' such that c£ is dis-
tributive with respect to ' J . ' and 'O', then so does SO KQ(C€G-, - I , O) 
becomes a ring which we could also write as Kq^g) if the context is clear. 
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Examples (i) If G is a finite group, = FSet, '±' = disjoint union 'U' 
and lo' = cartesian product LX\ then K"n(FSet,U,X) is a ring called the 
Burnside ring of G and denoted 0(G) or A(G). 

(ii) We also have Burnside ring f2(G) or A(G) for compact Lie group G. 
(iii) If ^ = P(F), F a field, G a finite group. Then, 3 an isomor-

phism Kq(^g) onto the ring Char(G) of generalised characters of G given 
by (X,p) 

X.(X,p) G C where X(Xp)(g) — trace(p9) for g 6 G. When G 
is a compact Lie group and F = C, Kq^q) can also be identified with the 
character ring (see [87]). When = P(F), recall from 1.1.4 (iii) that we have 
identified % with M_(FG), the category of finitely generated FG-modules. 

(v) If R is a commutative ring and C€ = P(R), recall that we have 
identified with the category PR(G) of i?G-lattices. So we also have a 
ring KqC^g) = Ko(Pr{RG)) where multiplication is induced by '<8>' since 
for M, N € PR(RG), M®RN € PR(RG). 

We denote this ring by G$(R,G) and call it the Grothendieck ring of G. 

1.2.4 Let ^ be a category with finite coproducts '_!_', S_ as in 1.1.5, then 
the category [5,^] of covariant functors £ : 5 -» ^ defined in 1.1.5 is also a 
category with finite coproducts _L where (£_Lrj)s = ± r)s and (£JLr?)(S)S) : 
(C-LTJ), = C-LR/ s Cgs -L f]gs — (C-i-V)gs- So, the isomorphism classes of 
functors in [5, CSR\ form an abelian semi-group [S_, and we have associated 
Grothendieck group which we denote by Kq(S, or KG (S, &). 

Examples (i) We observed in 1.1.6 that % ~ [G/G, V] and so Kg (G/G, V) ~ 
KqC^q)- Moreover if ^ = P(C), then it follows from example 1.2.3 (iii) that 
K 0 ( % G ) - K(f(G/G,P(C)) = char(G) for G = finite group or compact Lie 
group. 

(2) If if = FSet, then KrAG/G, FSet) = t/(G), the Burnside ring of G 
when G is a finite group or compact Lie group. 
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2 Review of if-theory of Exact Categories, Orders 
and Group Rings 

2.1 KQ of exact categories and examples 

2.1.1 Definition An exact category is an additive category c€ embeddable 
as a full subcategory of an abelian category srf such that c€ is equipped with 
a class £ of short exact sequences 0 —> M' —> M —>• M" 0 (I) satisfying 
(i) £ is a class of all sequences (/) in ^ that are exact in . (ii) £ is closed 
under extensions in srf i.e. if (I) is an exact sequence in and M', M" G 
then M 

2.1.2 Definition For a small exact category define the Grothendieck 
group KoCtf ) of as the abelian group generated by isomorphism classes 
(C) of ^-objects subject to the relation (C) + (C") = (C) whenever 0 
C' C C" 0 is an exact sequence in ^ . 

2.1.3 Remarks 

(i) Kq (cto) ~ & jffl where & is the free abelian group on the isomorphism 
classes (C) of c€- objects and Si the subgroup of & generated by all 
(C) - (C) - (C") for each exact sequence 0 C' C -»• C" ->• 0 in 
if. Denote by [C] the class of (C) in = & 12%. 

(ii) The construction satisfies the following universal property: If x '• ^ ~> 
A is a map from to an abelian group A such that x(C) depends 
only on the isomorphism class of ^ and x(C) = x(C') + x(C") for any 
exact sequence 0 -» C' —> C —> C" —> 0, then there exists a unique 
x' : A such that x(C) = x'([C]) for any ^-object C. 

(iii) Let F : ^ —>• @ be an exact functor between two exact categories 
if, (i.e. F is additive and takes short exact sequences in to such 
sequences in %)). The F induces a group homomorphism —» 

(iv) Note that an abelian category srf is also an exact category and the 
definition of KQ(^) is the same as in 2.1.2. 

2.1.4 Examples 

(i) Any additive category is an exact category as well as a symmetric 
monoidal category under '©', and Ko(ff) is a quotient of the group 
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defined in 1.2.3. 
If every short exact sequence in splits, then Kq{^>) = K®^). For 
example, KQ(K) = A) = A)) for any ring A with iden-
tity. 

(ii) Let A be a (left) Noetherian ring. Then the category ^Sf(A) of finitely 
generated (left)-A-modules is an exact category and we denote Kq(^(A)) 
by Go (A). The inclusion functor ^P(A) induces a map 
K0(A) —> Go (A) called the Cartan map. For example A = RG, R 
a Dedekind domain, G a finite group, yields a Cartan map KQ(RG) —» 
GO(RG). 
If A is left Artinian, then Go (A) is free abelian on [Si],... [SV] where 
the SI are distinct classes of simple A-modules while KQ(A) is free 
abelian on [/i],... [I(\ and the Ii are distinct classes of indecomposable 
projective A-modules (see [15]). So, the map -Ko(A) —> Go(A) gives a 
matrix aij where a^ = the number of times Sj occurs in a composition 
series for Ij. This matrix is known as the Cartan matrix. 
If A is left regular (i.e. every finitely generated left A-module has finite 
resolution by finitely generated projective left A-modules), then it is 
well known that the Cartan map is an isomorphism (see [15] or [102]). 

(iii) Let R be a Dedekind domain with quotient field F. An important 
example of (ii) above is when A is an R-order in a semi-simple F-
algebra E. Recall (see [15] or [102]) that A is a subring of S such that 
R is contained in the centre of A, A is a finitely generated i?-module 
and F ®r A = E. For example, if G is any finite group, then the 
group-ring RG is an i?-order in the group algebra FG. 
Recall also that a maximal ii-order T in S is an order that is not 
contained in any other i?-order in E. Note that T is regular (see [15], 
[102]). So, as in (ii) above we have Cartan maps KQ{K) —> Go (A) and 
when A is a maximal order, we have K$(K) ~ Go (A). 

(iv) Let R be a commutative ring with identity, A an i?-algebra. Let A) 
be the category of left A-lattices i.e. A-modules which are finitely gen-
erated and projective as i?-modules. Then is an exact category 
and we write Go(-R, A) for If A = RG, G a finite group, we 
write 9>R{G) for &>R(RG) and also write G0(R,G) for G0{R,RG). If 
M,N 6 A), then, so is M®RN and hence the multiplication given 
in G0(R,G) by [ M ] [ N ] = (M ® r N ) makes G0(R,G) a commutative 
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ring with identity. 

(v) If R is a commutative regular ring and A is an i?-algebra that is finitely 
generated and projective as an i?-module (e.g. A = RG, G a finite 
group or R is a Dedekind domain with quotient field F and A is an 
i?-order in a semi-simple P-algebra) then Gq(R, A) ~ Go (A). 

Sketch of proof. Define a map <p : Go(R, A) ->• Go (A) by <p[M] = [M]. 
Then is a well defined homomorphism. Now for M € -sM(A), there 
exists an exact sequence 0 —> L —> Pn~\ > Pn~2 —>•••—> Po -• 
M 0 where Pi G &>(A),L G Jt(K). Now, since A € each 
Pi G &>{R) and hence L G &>{R). So L G £?R(A). NOW define 
S[M] = [Po] -[Pl] + ... + ( l)n~^[Pn—i] + ( - 1 )n[L] G G0(R, A). One 
easily checks that <5/ = 1 = fS. 

(vi) Let G be a finite group, S a G-set, S_ the category associated to S 
(see 1.1.5), an exact category, and [S,^] the category of covariant 
functors C, \ S^-tf. We write for C(s),s G S. Then, [S, c€\ is an 
exact category where a sequence 0 —> —» £ —;• C" 0 in [5, is 
defined to be exact if 0 —> ('s —> (s —» 0 is exact in ^ for all s G S. 
Denote by the K0 of [5,^]. Then if0

G(-,<^) : G M -»• Ab 
is a functor that can be seen to be a 'Mackey' functor (see [21], [22] or 
[48]). 

As seen earlier in section 1 if 5 = G/G, the [G/G, ~ c€g in the 
notation of section 1.1. Also, constructions analogous to the one above 
can be done for G a profinite group, (see [46] or compact Lie groups 
([53]). 

Now if R is a commutative Noetherian ring with identity, we have 
[G/G, P(-R)] ^ &{R)G - ^R(RG) (see [48] or [22]), and so, if0

G((G/G, &(R)) ~ 
K0{^(R)G) ^ GO(R, G) and that if R is regular K0(^(R)G) - G0(R, G) ~ 
Go {RG). This provides an initial connection between if-theory of rep-
resentations of G in £P(R) and if-theory of the group ring RG. As 
observed in (iv) above Go (R, G) is also a ring. 

In particular, when R-C, = Jt{C) and i f 0 (^(C) G ) ~ G0(C, G) = 
Go(CG) = the abelian group of characters x : G —> C (see [48]), as 
already observed in section 1. 
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(vii) Let k be a field of characteristic p, G a finite group, we write a(G) for 
K0(M(kG) = G0{kG). Let H be a subgroup of G. 
A sequence 0 M' ->• M M" ->• 0 (/) of modules in M(kG) is said 
to be H-split if upon restriction to / / , (I) is a split exact sequence. 
Write a(G, H) for KQ of the exact category M_(kG) with respect to the 
collection of H-split exact sequences. For X,Y G M_(kG),X ®r Y G 
M(kG) and with g(x ® y) — gx ® gy,g G G. If 0 ->• M' ->• M 
M" —> 0 is an H-split exact sequence in M_(kG), so is 0 M' ® X -» 
M®X ^ M"®X ^ 0. If we put [M][X] = [M®jj l ] . Then a(G,//) 
is a commutative ring with identity element [lg]. Call a(G,H) the 
relative Grothendieck ring with respect to H. This ring has been well 
studied, see [59], [59A], [59B]. 
For example, If H = 1, then a(G, 1) is Z-free on [i<i],..., [Fs], where 
[Fj] are a finite set of non-isomorphic irreducible G-modules. Also 

s 
a(G, 1) ~ Zipi where the are the irreducible Brauer characters 

i=1 
of G relative to k. Also a(G, 1) contains no non-zero nilpotent element. 
If H = G, a(G, G) is a free Z-module spanned by the indecomposable 
modules. a(G, G) is called the representation ring of kG. 

(viii) Let H < G. A module N G M_(kG) is (G, if )-projective of every exact 
sequence 0 —> M' —> M —>• N —>• 0 of fcG-modules which is H-split is 
also G-split. Note that N is G, H)-projective iff N is a direct summand 
of some induced module VG :— kG ®kH V where V G M{kH). 
• Let PH := category of all (G, H)-projective modules P G M_(kG), S'h '•= 
collection of //-split (and hence G-split) sequences in PH. Let p(G, H) 
be the Ko of the exact category P^H with respect to SJJ. 
Then p(G,G) = a(G),p{G,H) is an ideal of a{G) and p(G,H) is Z-
free on the indecomposable projective A;G-modules. If i(G,H) is the 
additive subgroup of a(G) generated by all [M] — [M'] - [M"] where 
0 —> M' —M -> M" —> 0 ranges over all //-split exact sequences 
of A;G-modules. Then i(G,H) is an ideal of a(G) and a(G,H) ~ 
a(G)/i(G,H). 

Also we have the Cartan map p(G, H) —> a(G, H) defined by p(G, H) M-
a{G) -)• a(G)/i(G,H) = a(G~H). 

(ix) We have the following generalisation of (vii) and (viii) above (see [19]). 
Let G be a finite group, S a G-set, k- a field of characteristic p. Then 
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we have an exact functor: Fs : M_(kG) M(kG) defined by M 

-^[•Sl := j E mss\ms e M > , the generalised permutation module. 
Les J 

• Note that M[S] is a kG-module and M[S] ~ M ®k M5]-
• An exact sequence of modules in M_(kG) is said to be S-split if 

0 -»• M'[S] M[S] -> M"[S] -> 0 is split exact. 
• A A;G-module P is S-projective if any S-split sequence 0 M' —> 

M P -»• 0 of A;G-modules splits. 
• Note that M is S-projective, iff M is a direct summand of M[S] 

(see [19]) and that if P E M(kG) is S-projective, and M e 
M.(kG), then M ®k P is S-projective. 

• E.g. If H < G,S = G/H, then a sequence 0 -»• M' M 
M" -»• 0 in M_(kG) is 5-split iff it is H-split and M G M(fcG) is 
(G, if)-projective iff it is (G/H)-projective. 

• Let PS(G) be the additive subgroup of a(G) generated by isomor-
phism classes of 5-projective modules; and is (G) the additive sub-
group of a(G) generated by Euler characteristics [M'] — [M] + [M"} 
of S-split exact sequences 0 M' M -> M" -)• 0. Then 
Ps(G),is(G) are ideals of a(G) and pg(G) • is(G) = 0 (see [19]). 

• If SG ± 0, then ps(G) = a(G),is(G) = 0. 
• Define relative Grothendieck ring of fcG-modules with respect to 

5 by as(G) := a(G)/is(G). 
• We also have Cartan map: PS(G) «-»• a(G) as(G). 

2.2 Some results on K0,G0 of orders and group rings 

2.2.1 Definition Let R be a Dedekind domain with quotient field F, A an 
_R-order in a semi-simple F-algebra Define 

SK0(A) := Kernel of K0(A) K0(T,), 

SGo(A) := Kernel of G0(A) G0(E). 
The class group of A, C1(A) which constitutes natural generalization of num-
ber theoretic Cl(R) and Cl(RG), G a finite group (see [15] [102]) is intimately 
connected with SKQ(A). 

First we have the following 
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2.2.2 Theorem [15], [102] 

(i) If R is the ring of integers in a number field F, then C1(A) is a finite 
group. 

(ii) If G is a finite group such that no proper divisor of |G| is a unit in i?, 
then Cl(-RG) « SK0(RG). Hence Cl(ZG) = SK0(ZG) for every finite 
group G. 

2.2.3 Remark 

(i) For computations of CI(RG) for various R and G, see [15]. 

(ii) C.T.C. Wall showed in [109] that if X is a connected space dominated 
by a finite CW-complex, then there is a well-defined obstruction w € 
CL{ZG) = SK0(ZG) C Kq{ZG) such that X has the homotopy type 
of a CW-complex iff w = 0. 

2.2.4 Let 7r be an Abelian group, X(ir) the set of cyclic quotients of 7r, 
R a left Noetherian ring with 1, Rn the group-ring of 7r over R. If p is 
a finite cyclic group of order n, with generator t, let R(p) = Rp/$n(t)Rp, 
and R(p) = R(p)[X]/(nX - 1) = R(p where <3>n is the nth cyclotomic 
polynomial. 

We have the following results whose generalisations to higher G-theory 
will be discussed in section 2.5. 

2.2.5 Theorem [61] 

(i) Let i? be a left Noetherian ring with identity, ir a finite Abelian group. 
Then Go(-Rvr) = 0 G0(R(p)). 

p€X(ir) 

(ii) If p is a cyclic group of order n, then G0(Zp) = © (Z © CI (Z [(d, 
d\n 

where Q is the primitive dth root of unity and CI is the ideal 
class group of the Dedekind ring Z [(d, 3] • 

2.2.6 Remarks 

(i) The calculations of Gq{Rtt), 7r Abelian is connected with the calcula-
tion of a group 'SSF' which houses obstructions constructed by Shub 
and Franks in their study of Morse-Smale diffeomorphisms, see [7]. 
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(ii) The methods in the proof of 2.2.5 can be extended to obtain explicit 
computations of Go(ZD2n) and Go(ZQ4n) where L>2n is the dihedral 
group of order 2n and Q±n is the quaternion group of order An, see 
[113]. 

(iii) Let R be a Noetherian domain with field of fractions K, it a finite 
group. A character of it is a group homomorphism from 7r to the mul-
tiplicative group of K. Two characters Xi x' °f n a r e called conjugate 
over K if x = a ° x' f°r some iiC-automorphism a of K. If x is a 
character of 7r, then 7r/Ker(x) € X(-7r) and has order not divisible by 
char(K). Conversely, if p € X(tt) has order n with n not divisible 
by char(K), then the set of if-conjugacy of characters x for which 
p = 7r/Ker(x) is in bijective correspondence with the set of monic ir-
reducible factors of $ n in the polynomial ring K[X], For a character 
X, let R(x) be the subring of K generated by R, the image of x and 
the inverse of # x M • 1-

We now record the following result due to H. Lenstra. 

2.2.7 Theorem [61] 

(i) Let R be a Noetherian domain and it a finite Abelian group. Sup-
pose that for every n dividing the exponent of tt but not divisible 
by char(K), at least one of the irreducible factors of 3>n in K[X] 
has coefficients in R , and leading coefficients 1, then Gq(Rtt) = 
0 Go(R(x)) where Y is a set of representatives for the if-conjugacy 

xer 
classes of characters of tt. 

(ii) If R is a Dedekind domain, it, Y as in (i), then for each x € Y, the 
ring R(x) is a Dedekind ring and G0{Rtt) = 0 ( Z e Cl(R{x))-

xer 

2.3 K\ of orders and group rings 

2.3.1 Definition Let A be a ring with identity, GLN(A) the group of in-
vertible n x n matrices over R. 

Put 
oo 

GL(A) = | J GLN(A) = LIM GLN(A). 
n=1 
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Let En(A) be the subgroup of GLn(A) generated by elementary matrices 
elj(a) where e{j(a) is the nxn matrix with l's along the diagonal, a in the 
(i, j)-position and zeros elsewhere. Put E(A) = lim En(A). 

2.3.2 Lemma [6] 

(i) E(A) = [E(A),E{A)] (i.e. E{A) is perfect) 

(ii) E(A) = [GL(A),GL(A)) 

2.3.3 Definition 

KX{A) •= GL(A)/E(A) = GL{A)/[GL{A),GL(A)] = ^(GL^Z)) 

2.3.4 Remark (i) For detailed study of K\{A) and related groups, especially 
when A is an order, see [15] or [102]. 

(ii) Let R be the ring of integers in a number field F, A an jR-order in a 
semi-simple .F-algebra. The following classical result is fundamental and we 
shall see its generalization to higher iiC-groups in §2.5. 

2.3.5 Theorem [6] Let R be the ring of integers in a number field F, A, 
an ii-order in a semi-simple F-algebra Then 

(i) K\ (A) is a finitely generated Abelian group 

(ii) SKi (A) := K e r ^ A ) K^T,)) is a finite group. 

Hence Ki(RG) is finitely generated and SK\(RG) is finite for any finite 
group G. 

We also have the following classical local result that will also be gener-
alized for all n > 1 in §2.4. 

2.3.6 Theorem (i) Let F be a p-adic field (i.e. any finite extension of Qp), 
R the ring of integers of F, A any i?-order in a semi-simple F— algebra S. 
Then SK\(K) is a finite group. Hence SK\(RG) is finite for any finite group 
G. 

(ii) Let R, F be as in (i). If T is a maximal .R-order in a semi-simple 
algebra £ over F, then SKi(T)) = 0 iff £ is unramified over its center. 

2.3.7 Remark (i) For the proof 2.3.6 (i), see [42], For the proof of 2.3.6 (ii) 
see [41]. 
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(ii) Computations of SK\(ZG) for various groups G has been done exten-
sively because possible applications in topology, e.g. Whitehead torsion (see, 
2.3.8 below). 

2.3.8 Whitehead Torsion. J.H.C Whitehead (see [120]) observed that if 
X is a topological space with fundamental group G, and R = ZG, then the 
elementary row and column transformations of matrices over R have some 
natural topological meaning. To enable him to study homotopy between 
spaces, he introduced the group Wh(G) = K\ (ZG)/w(±G) where w is the 
map G ->• GLi(ZG) -»• GL(ZG) K^ZG), such that if f : X Y 
is a homotopy equivalence, then there exists an invariant r ( f ) in Wh(G) 
such that r ( f ) = 0 if and only if / is a simple homotopy equivalence i.e. 
r ( / ) = 0 iff / is induced by elementary deformations transforming X to Y. 
The invariant r ( / ) is known as Whitehead torsion. (See [120]). 

Now, it follows from 2.3.5 that Wh(G) is finitely generated when G is a 
finite group. Moreover, it is also known that Tor(_K"i(ZG)) = (±1) x GAB x 
SKXIZG) where SK^ZG) = Ker(if1(ZG) -> K±(QG)) see [72], So, com-
putations of Tot(Ki(ZG)) reduce essentially to computations of SK\(ZG). 
The last two decades have witnessed extensive research on computations of 
SK\(ZG) for various groups G (see [72]). More generally, if R is the ring of 
integers in a number field or a p-adic filed F, there has been extensive effort 
in understanding the groups SKN(RG) = Ker(KN(RG) KN(FG)) for all 
n > 1. (See [49], [50]) for all n > 1. More generally still, if A is an R—order 
in a semi-simple F-algebra X (i.e. A is a subring of finitely generated as 
an R-module and A <g>R F = E), there has been extensive effort to compute 
SKN(A) = Ker(K„(A) -> K„(E)). (See [49], [50], [52]) the results of which 
apply to A = RG. We shall discuss these computations further in §3.5. 

Note also that Whitehead torsion is useful in the classifications of mani-
folds (see [72] or [69]). 

2.4 K2 of orders and group rings 

2.4.1 Definition Let A be a ring with identity. For n > 2, let Stn(A) be 
the group generated by Xij(a),i < i ^ j < n, a E A with relations 

(i) xij(a)xij(b) = x^ (a + b) 
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• Note that there exists an epimorphism cj>\ : Stn(A) —> En(A) given 
by Xij(a) —> eij(a). Put Stn(A) = lim Stn(A). Then <j)n induces an 
epimorphism <j> : St(A) E(A). 

• Define K$*(A) =Ker{St{A) —> E(A)). For details and more properties 
of K$*(A), see [71] or [15]. 

2.4.2 Remark (i) Kg1 {A) is Abelian and is the centre of St(A). So St(A) is 
a central extension of E(A). In fact, St(A) is the universal central extension 
of E(A) and there exists a natural isomorphism K^(A) = H2(E(A)\Z) (For 
proofs see [71]). 

(ii) If R is the ring of integers in a number field F, and A is an R—order in 
a semi-simple i*1-algebra E, it follows from the fact that for all n > 1, Kn(A) 
is finitely generated and SKn(A) is finite, see [49] or [50] that K2(A) is 
finitely generated and (A) is finite. 

(iii) If R is the ring of integers in a p-adic field, it also follows from [49] 
that SK2(A) is a finite group. 

2.4.3 Definition (if2 and pseudo-isotopy) Let R = ZG, G a group. For 
u G R*, put Wij(u) := xij(u)xji(—u~1)xij(u). Let Wg be the subgroup of 
St(R) generated by all Wij(g),g G G. Define Wh2(G) = K2(R)/{K2(R) D 
W G ) . 

Now let M be a smooth n-dimensional compact connected manifold with-
out boundary. Two diffeomorphisms ho,h\ of M are said to be isotopic if 
they lie in the same path component of the diffeomorphism group, ho, hi 
are said to be pseudo isotopic if there is a diffeomorphism of the cylinder 
M x [0,1] restricted to h0 on M x (0) and to h i o n M x (1). Let P(M) be the 
pseudo-isotopy space of M i.e. the group of diffeomorphism h of M x [0,1] 
restricted to the identity on M x (0). Computation of TTo(P{Mn)) helps 
to understand the differences between isotopies and we have the following 
result due to Hatcher and Wagoner. 

2.4.4 Theorem [38] Let M be an n-dimensional (n > 5) smooth compact 
manifold with boundary. Then there exists a surjective map 

7T0(P(M)) -»• Wh2(7n(X)) 

where (X) is the fundamental group of X. 
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2.5 Higher K-theory of orders, group-rings 

2.5.1 Let A be a small category. The nerve of A, written NA is the 
simplicial set whose p-simplices are diagrams of the form _X"o —)• X\ -» • • • —> 
XP where each XI 6 obA. The classifying space BA of A is the CW-complex 
whose p-cells are in one-one correspondence with non-degenerate p-simplices 
(see [75]). 

If C is an exact category in the sense of Quillen [75], then we can form 
another exact category QC such that ob(QC) = ob(C) and morQc{M,M') = 
{isomorphism classes of diagrams M N <—» M'} where N —w- M is an 
"admissible epimorphism" and N M' is an admissible monomorphism 
with composition suitably defined (see [75]). 

2.5.2 Definition Kn(C) = TT„+I(BQC) for all n > 0. 

Note: For n = 0, we recover the definition of Kq{C) in 2.1. 

2.5.3 Examples 

(i) Let A be any ring with identity. We write Kn(A) for Kn(P(A)). Vn > 0 
(ii) If A is a left Noetherian ring, we write Gn(A) for Kn(M(A)) for all 

n > 0. Also we have the Cartan map Kn(A) —>• Gn(A) induced by the 
inclusion P{A) M(A). These notably apply to i?-orders A where R 
is a Dedekind domain. 

(iii) If R is a commutative ring with identity, A an i?-algebra we write 
GN(R, A) for KN(PR(A)) and GN(R,G) for KR(PR(RG)). 

(iv) Let 5 be a G-set, S_ the category associated to S. We shall write 
K%{S,C) for Kn of the exact category [5,C] (see 3.1.4 (vi)). 

• Note that K%(G/G,P(R)) = Kn{P(R)G) = Gn(R, G), where R is a 
commutative ring with identity 

• As will be seen in Sec. 4, Sec. 5, K%(-,C) : GSet ->• Ab is a "Mackey 
functor" 

2.5.4 We recall that if R is a Dedekind domain with quotient field F, and A 
is any i?-order in a semi-simple F-algebra E, then SKn(A) := Ker(Kn(A) —> 
Kn(H) and SGn(A) := Ker(G„(A) Gn(S). Also, any i?-order in a semi-
simple F-algebra S can be embedded in a maximal R-order T which has 
well-understood arithmetic properties relative to More precisely if S = 
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n[=i Mni(Di) then T = ni=r M n i w h e r e the Tj are maximal orders in 
the division algebra D{ and so Kn(Y) ss while Kn(Ti) « ®Kn{Di). 
So, the study of if-theory of maximal orders in semi-simple algebras can be 
reduced to the if-theory of maximal orders in division algebras. 

As remarked earlier, the study of SKn(A) facilitate the understanding 
of Kn (A) apart from the various known topological applications known for 
n = 0,1,2 where A = ZG for some groups G that are usually fundamental 
groups of some spaces (see Sees. 1, 2,3,4 of these notes). Also SKn(A) is 
connected to the definition of higher class groups which generalises to higher 
if-groups the notion of class groups of orders and group-rings. 

Firstly, we have the following result on SKn of maximal orders in p-adic 
semi-simple algebras. 

2.5.5 Theorem [44] Let R be the ring of integers in a p-adic field F, T & 
maximal R-order in a semi-simple F-algebra £. Then for all n > 1, 

(i) SK2n{T) = 0 

(ii) SK2n-i (r) = 0 if and only if £ is unramified over its centre (i.e £ is a 
direct product of matrix algebras over fields). 

2.5.6 Remark 

(i) The result above is a generalization to higher if-groups of an earlier 
result [41] for SK\. The earlier result was also recorded in 2.3.6 of 
these notes. 

(ii) Before discussing arbitrary orders, we record the following consequences 
of 2.5.5 

(a) 2.5.5 holds for group rings Y = RG where G is a finite group of 
order relatively prime to p and FG splits see [45]. 

(b) If m = radr, then for all n > 1, the transfer map : iC2n-i (r/m) — 
iC2n-i(r) is non-zero unless £ is a product of matrix algebras 
over fields. Hence, Gersten conjecture does not hold in the non-
commutative case. 

(c) For all n > 0, we have an exact sequence 0 —> K2n(T) —> K^n-1(£) —• 
if2n-i(r/m) —>• 0 if and only if £ is a direct product of matrix 
algebras over fields. 

We now discuss arbitrary orders and the global situations. 
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2.5.7 Theorem [50] Let R be the ring of integers in a number field F, A 
any _R-order in a semi-simple F-algebra E. Then for all n > 1. 

(i) Kn(A) is a finitely generated Abelian group 

(ii) SKn(A) is a finite group 

(iii) if Ap denotes the completion of A at a prime p of R, then SKn(Ap) is 
a finite group. 

2.5.8 Remarks 

(i) The above results 2.5.7 hold for A = RG, Ap = RpG where G is a finite 
group and Rp is the completion of R at a prime p of R. 

(ii) 2.5.7 (i) was proved in [49], Theorem 2.1, 2.5.7 (ii) and (iii) were proved 
for group-rings RG, RpG in [49] Theorem 3.2 and later for i?-orders in 
[50], Theorem 1.1 (ii) and (iii). 

(iii) 2.5.7 (i), (ii) generalises 2.3.5 while 2.5.7, (iii) generalise 2.3.6 respec-
tively. 

We next discuss similar finiteness results for the G-theory. 

2.5.9 Theorem [45], [50] Let R be the ring of integers in a number field F, 
A any i?-order in a semi-simple jF-algebra E, A any i?-order in a semi-simple 
F-algebra E, p any prime ideal of R. Then for all n > 1. 

(i) Gn (A) is a finitely generated Abelian group 

(ii) G2n-i(Ap) is a finitely generated Abelian group 

(iii) SG2n(A) = SG'2n{Ap) = SG2n(Ap) = 0 

(iv) SG2n-i(A) is a finite group. 

(v) SG2n-i{Ap), SG2n-i(Ap) are finite groups of order relatively prime to 
the rational prime lying below p. 
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2.5.10 Remarks 

(i) The results above hold for A = RG, Ap — RpG, Ap — RpG. 

(ii) One can show from 2.5.9 (i) that if A is any i?-algebra finitely generated 
as an R-module, then Gn(A) is finitely generated (see [49] Theorem 
2.3). 

We also have the following result on the vanishing of SGn(A) (see [60]). 

2.5.11 Theorem [60] Let R be a Dedekind domain with quotient field F, 
A any .R-order in a semi-simple F-algebra. Assume that 

(i) SGi(A) = 0 

(ii) Gn(A) is finitely generated for all n > 1 

(iii) R/p is finite for all primes pofR 

(iv) If £ is an ^s-th root of unity for any rational prime I and positive 
integer s, R the integral closure of R in F(£), then SGi (R A) = 0 

Then (a) SGn(A) = 0 for all n > 1. 

2.5.12 Remarks It follows from 2.5.11 that if R is the ring of integers in a 
number field F then (i) SGn(RG) = 0 (ii) SGn(Ap) = 0 for all prime ideals 
p of R and all n > 1 (see [54], 1.9), if A satisfies the hypothesis of 2.5.11. 

The following extension of finiteness results for G-theory to group-rings 
of infinite groups is significant. 

2.5.13 Theorem [55] Let V = G ><aT be the semi-direct product of a 
finite group G of order p with an infinite cyclic group T = (t) with respect 
to the automorphism a : G —>• G : g tgt~x. Then for all n > 0, Gn(RV) 
is a finitely generated Abelian group, where R is the ring of integers in a 
number field. 

We also have the following result on the ranks of Kn(A), Gn(A), 

2.5.14 Theorem [52] Let R be the ring of integers in a number field F, A 
an .R-order in a semi-simple F-algebra E, T a maximal -R-order containing 
A. 

Then for all n > 2 

rankifn (A) = rankGn(A) = rankif„(E) = rankif„(r) 
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2.5.15 Remark 

(i) The above results 2.5.14 hold for A = RG where G is any finite group 

(ii) The ranks of Kn(R) and Kn(F) are well known (see [10]). 

More precisely, let r\ be the number of embeddings of F in R and r-2 the 
number of distinct conjugate pairs of embeddings of F in C with image not 
contained in R. Then 

rank Kn(F) = < 

1 if n •• = o, 
oo if n • = 1, 
0 if n • = 2k k > 0, 
ri + ri if n •• = 4k + l, 
T2 if n • = 4k + 3 . 

1 if n = 0, 
n +r2 - 1 if n = 1, 
n + r2 if n = 4k + 1, 
r2 if n = 4k + 3, 
0 if n = 2k k > 0 

rank Kn(R) = 

It then means that if S is a direct product of matrix algebras over fields 
and T is a maximal order in S, then rank Kn(r) = rank Kn(£) is completely 
determined since S = Y[Mni(Fi) and T = Y[Mni)Ri) where Ri is the ring 
of integers in F{. Also, by Theorem 1.2 this is equal to rank Gn(A) as well 
as rank Kn(A) if A is any ii-order contained in I\ 

However, if S does not split, there exists a Galois extension E of F which 
splits S, in which case we can reduce the problem to that of computation of 
ranks of Kn of fields. 

We next obtain some results connecting Kn and Gn through the Cartan 
map. Recall that if A is any Noetherian ring, the inclusions P(A) —> M(A) 
induces a homomorphism Kn{A) —> Gn(A) for all n > 0. First we have 
the following result whose proof uses the methods of "Mackey functors" 
discussed in Sees. 4 and 5. 

2.5.16 Theorem [22] Let A; be a field of characteristic p, G a finite group. 
Then the inclusion functor P(kG) H->- M_(kG) induces an isomorphism Z(|)(g> 
Kn{kG) ^ Z(i) <g> Gn(kG) for all n > 0. 
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As a consequence of 2.5.16, one can prove the following result 

2.5.17 Corollary [49] Let G b e a funite group, k a finite field of character-
istic p 7^0. Then for all n > 1, 

(1) K2n(kG) is a finite p-group. 
(2) The Cartan map K2n-i(kG) —> Gzn-i (kG) is surjective and Kerip2n-i 

is the Sylow-p-subgroup of K2n^\{kG). 
Finally, we have the following: 

2.5.18 Theorem[50] Let R be the ring of intergers in a number field F, G 
a finite group, p a prime ideal of R. Then for all n > 1. 

(i) The Cartan homomorphisms Kn((R/p)G) —>- Gn((R/p)G) are surjec-
tive 

(ii) The Cartan homomorphism Kn(RG) —> Gn(RG) induces a surjection 
SKn{RG) SGn(RG) 

(iii) SK2n(RG) = Kev{K2n{RG) G2n(RG)) 

2.5.19. For the rest of this subsection, we shall focus briefly on higher 
G-theory of Abelian group-rings and some ramifications of this theory to 
non-commutative cases-dihedral and quaternion groups, nilpotent groups, 
and groups of square free order. The work reported here is due to D. Webb 
(see [114], [115], [116], [117]). 

The following results generalize to higher G-theory of results in 2.2.5. 
The notations are those of 2.2.4, 2.2.5 

2.5.20 Theorem[114]. Let ir be an Abelian group, R a Noetherian ring (not 
necessarily commutative). Then Gn(Rir) ~ 0 Gn(R(p)) for all n > 0. 

pex( TT) 
Next we have the following ramifications of 2.5.20. 

2.5.21 Theorem[114]. Let G = 7r ><r be the semidirect product of an 
Abelian group ir and a finite group F, R a Noetherian ring. Asume that 
the F-action stabilizes every cocyclic subgroup of 7r such that T acts on each 
cyclic quotient p of re. Let R(p)#T be the twisted group-ring. Then for all 
n > 0 

Gn(RG) ~ 0 Gn(R{p)#T) 
Pex( TT) 
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2.5.22 Theorem[114]. Let G be a non-Abelian group of order pq, p\(q — 1). 
Let r be the unique subgroup of Gal(Q(£9)/Q) of order p. Then V n > 0 

G „ ( Z G ) ^ G „ ( Z ) © Gn(Z[(p, I ] ) © GN[Z(C9 , 

Remarks 2.5.23. Note that the dihedral group D^s of order 2s has the 
form 7r XT where 7r is a cyclic group of order s and T has order 2. So, by 
2.5.21 

G „ ( Z Z ? 2 S ) ~ 0 G„(Z(p)#r). 
Pex( TT) 

We now have a more explicit form of Gn(ZD2S)-

2.5.24 Theorem[114], For all n > 0, 

Gn(ZD2s) ^ 0 GN(Z[CD, © G „ ( Z [ I ] ) £ © G N ( Z ) 
15 

d>2 

where e = < ^ !̂  S !S and Zf£w, 4l+ is the complex conjugation -1 2 if s is even L a i 

invariant subring of Z[Q, 

2.5.25. Now, let G be the generalized quaternion group of order 4.2s i.e. 

G = (x,y\x2 = y2, y4 = 1, yxy"1 = x 

For s > 0, let T = {1,7} be a two-element group acting on Q[£2s] by complex 
conjugation with fixed field Q[£2s]+, the maximal real subfield. 

Let c : T x T -» Q[C2S+1] be the normalized 2-cocycle given by 0(7,7) = 
—1 and let H = Q[£2s+i]#cr be the cross-product algebra, L a maximal 
Z-order in H (see [114]). 

2.5.26 Theorem[114], In the notation of 2.5.25 

G N ( Z G ) C 0 Gn(Z[&, 1 ] ) © Gn(l[^}) © G „ ( Z ( I ) ] 2 

j=0 

2.5.27. Let 7r be a finite nilpotent group whose 2-Sylow subgroup has no 
subquotients isomorphic to the quaternion group of order 8, R a left Noethe-
rian ring. The rational group algebra Q7r ~ npGx(7r)Q(/}) where each Q(p) 
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is a simple algebra and p : TT —» GL(V) is an irreducible rational represen-
tation of 7r and X(ir) is a complete set of inequivalent irreducible rational 
representation of n and Q(p) ~ Mn^(Kp) is a full matrix algebra over a 
field Kp (see [116]) 

Let Z(p) = Mn(p)(Op) be a maximal Z-order in Q(p) where Op is the 
ring of integers in Kp. Put Z(p) = Z(p)[j^] where \p\ = index [tt : kerp]. 
Then we have the following 

2.5.28 Theorem[116]. In the notation of 2.5.27, 

Gn{R<K)~ 0 Gn(R{p) where R(p) = R ® Z(p) . 
pex(7r) 

Hence 
Gn( Ztt)~ e tfn(Op[l/|p|]) 

Pex(n) 

2.5.29. Now let G be a finite group of square free order. Then G is meta-
cyclic and hence can be written as G = n x r where it, T are cyclic of square 
free order. Then QG ~ Q?r#r ~ np € X ( 7 r )Q(p)#r where X(ir) is the set of 
cyclic quotients of -K 

2.5.30 Theorem[117]. In the notation of 2.5.29 we have 

Gn(RG) ~ npeX{7r)Gn(R{p)#r 

2.5.31 Remarks. For further simplification of each Gn\R(p}#T) in the 
context of a conjecture of Hambleton, Taylor and Williams (see [117]). 

2.6 Higher K-theory of modules over EI categories 

2.6.1 An EI category C is a small category in which every endomorphism is 
an isomorphism. 

C is said to be finite if the set Is(C) of isomorphism classes of C-objects 
is finite and for any two C-objects X, Y the set morc(X, Y") of C-morphisms 
from X to Y is also finite. 

Let R be a commutative ring with identity. An RC module is a con-
travariant functor from C to the category R — mod of i?-modules. There 
is a notion of finitely generated projective i?C-modules as well as a notion 
of finitely generated RC-modules (see 2.6.3 below). So, for all n > 0, let 
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Kn(RC) be the (Quillen) Kn of the category P{RC) and Gn{RC) the Kn of 
the category M.(RC) when R is Noetherian. 

The significance of the study of if-theory of RC modules lies mainly 
in the fact that several geometric invariants take values in the if-groups 
associated with RC where C is an appropriately defined EI-category and R 
could be C, Q, R etc. For example, if G is a finite group, C = orb(G) (a finite 
El-category), X a G — CW complex with round structure (see [63]), then 
the Equivariant Reisdemester torsion takes values in VF/i(Qorb(G)) where 
W/i(Qorb(G)) is the quotient of ifi(Qorb(G)) by the subgroups of "trivial 
units" - see [63]. For more invariants in the lower K theory of modules over 
suitable El-categories see [63]. 

The study of modules over El-categories is a natural generalization of 
study of modules over group rings. 

2.6.2 Examples 

(i) Let G be a finite group. ob(C) = {G/H\H < G} and morphisms G-
maps. Then C is a finite El-category called the orbit category of G 
and denoted by orb(G). Note that here, C{G/H, G/H(~ A u t { G / H ) ~ 
NG(H)/H where NG{H) is the normaliser of H in G (see [48]). We 
shall denote NG{H)/H by WG(H). 

(ii) Let G be a Lie group, ob(C) = {G/H\H compact subgroup of G}, 
morphisms are also G-maps and C is also called the orbit category of 
G and denoted by orb(G). 

(iii) Let G be a Lie group, ob (C) = {G/H\H compact subgroup of G}. 
For G/H, G/H' G ob{C) let C{G/H, G/H')) be the set of homotopy 
classes of G-maps. Then C is an El-category called the discrete orbit 
category of G and denoted by orb/(G). 

(iv) Let G be a discrete group, T the family of all finite subgroups of G. 
Consider the category OrT{G) such that ob(Or^{G) = {G/H\H e J7}. 
Or?(G) is an EI category. 

2.6.3 Let R be a commutative ring with identity, C an El-category. An 
i?C-module is a contravariant functor C —> R — mod. 

An obC-set is a functor N from C to the category of sets. Alternatively, an 
obC-set could be visualized as a pair (N, j3) where TV is a set and fi : N —> obC 
is a set map. Then N = {p~l(X)\X G obC}. 
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An ob C— set (N, /3) is said to be finite if N is a finite set. If S is an (N, /?)-
subset of an i?C-module M, define spanS as the smallest jRC-submodule of 
M containing S. Say that M is finitely generated if M = span S for some 
finite ob C-subset S of M. 

If R is a Noetherian ring and C an El-category, let M(RC) be the category 
of finitely generated i?C-modules. Then M(RC) is an exact category in the 
sense of Quillen [75], see [63]. 

An .RC-module P is said to be projective if any exact sequence of RC-
modules 0 - » M ' - > M - » P - » 0 splits or equivalently if HoniRC(P, - ) is 
exact. 

Let P(RC) be the category of finitely generated projective (i?C)-modules. 
Then P(RC) is also exact. We write KN(RC) for KN(P(RC)). 

Now, let R be a commutative ring with identity, C a El-category, PR(RC) 
the category of finitely generated i?C-modules M such that for each X € obC, 
M(X) is projective as i?-module. Then PR(RC) is an exact category and we 
write GN(R,C) FOR K„(PR{RC)). Note that if R is regular, then GN{R,C) ~ 
GN{RC). 

Finally, if R is a Dedekind domain with quotient field F, the inclu-
sion functor V{R£) i—>• M.{RC) (C an El-category) induces the Cartan maps 
KN{R£) ->• GN(RC). Define SKN(RC) := K e r ( K N ( R C ) KN(FC), SGN{RC) = 
K e r ( G N ( R C GN(FC)). 

First we have the following splitting result: 

2.6.4 Theorem [63] 

(i) Let R be a commutative ring with identity; C an El-category. Then 

KN{RC)~ 0 KN(R( AutpQ) 
xeis{c) 

(ii) If R is commutative Noetherian ring, then 

GN(RC)~ 0 Gn(R(Aut(X)) 
X£IS(C) 

We now record the following 

2.6.5 Theorem [51] Let R be the ring of integers in a number field F, C 
any finite El-category. Then for all n > 1, we have 
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(i) Kn (RC) is a finitely generated Abelian group 

(ii) Gn {RC) is a finitely generated Abelian group 

(iii) SKn(RC), SKn(RpC) are finite groups 

(iv) SGn(RC), SGn(RpC) are finite groups 

Finally, we present the following result on the Cartan map. 

2.6.6 Theorem [51] Let & be a field of characteristic p, C a finite El-category. 
Then for all n > 0, the Cartan homomorphism Kn(kC) —> Gn(kC) induce an 
isomorphism 

Z(-) <g> Kn(kC) ~ Z ( - ) ® GJkC) 
P P 

2.6.7 Let £, £\, £2 be three exact categories and £\ x£2 the product category. 
An exact pairing £\ x £2 —> £ : (Mi, M2) —>• M\ o M2 is a covariant functor 
from £1 x £2 to £ such that £x x ^((Mi, M2), (M{,M2)) = £i{MuM[) x 
£2(M2,M2) -)• £(Mi o M2, M[ O M2) is bi-additive and bi-exact, that is for 
a fixed M2, the functor £\ —> £ given by Mi M\ o M2 is additive and 
exact and for fixed M\, the functor £2 —f : M2 —>• Mi o M2 is additive and 
exact. It follows from [108], that such a pairing gives rise to a K-theoretic 
cup product Ki(£\) x Kj(£2) —> Ki+j(£) and in particular to natural pairing 
K0(£i) 0 Kn(£2) —> Kn(£) which could be defined as follows: 

Any object Mi G £ induces an exact functor Mi : £2 > £ : M2 
Mi o M2 and hence a map K„(Mi) : KN(£2) KN(£). If Mj ->• Mi -)• M'{ 
is an exact sequence in £\, then we have an exact sequence of exact functors 
MF ML -»• MX * from £2 to £ such that for each object M2 G £2, the se-
quence M1* (M2) -> M*(M2) -)• M| (M2) is exact in £ and hence by a result 
of Quillen [75], induces the relation KN(M[*) + KN(M'{*) = KN(M{). So, 
the map Mi —> KN(M\) 6 Hom(iiLrt(£2),KN(£)) induces a homomorphism 
K0(£!) U.om(Kn(£2),KN(£)) and hence a pairing Kq(£\) x KN(£) —> 
KN(£). We could obtain a similar pairing K„(5i) x ^0(^2) ~ K N ( £ ) . 

\i£\ = £2 = £ and the pairing £y.£\,& naturally associative (and commu-
tative) then the associated pairing Kq(£) X Kq(£) —> Kq(£) turns Kq(£) into 
an associative (and commutative ring which may not contain the identity). 
Suppose that there is a pairing £o£x —> £x which is naturally associative with 
respect to the pairing £o£, then the pairing Kq(£) X KN(£ 1) —> KN(£\) turns 
KN (£\) into a Ao(£)-module which may or may not be unitary. However, if £ 
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contains a natural unit i.e. an object E s.t. EoM = MoE are naturally iso-
morhic to M for each f-object M, then the pairing KQ{£) xKn{£i) —> Kn{£i) 
turns KN(£I) into a unitary KQ{£) -module. 

2.6.8 We now apply the above to the following situation. Let R be a com-
mutative Noetherian ring with identity, C a finite El-category 

(i) Let £ = PR(RC) be the category of finitely generated jRC-modules 
such that for all X G 06(C), M(X) is projective as an i?-module. So 
PR(RC) is an exact category on which we have a pairing 

® : PR(RC) x PR(RC) PR{RC) 

If we take £\ = P(i?C) then the pairing 

® : P R { R C ) x P { R C ) -»• P { R C ) 

is naturally associative with respect to the pairing (I) and so Kn{RC) is 
a unitary (if0(Pie(i2C)) = G0(JR,C)-module. Also Gn{R,C) is a G0{R,C)-
module. 

2.6.9 Remarks Let C be a finite El-category and Z(/s(C)) the free Abelian 
group on Is{C). Note that Z(Is{C)) = ©/s(c)Z. If is the ring of 
Z-valued functions on Is{C), we can identify each element of Z{Is{C)) as a 
function Is{C) —> Z via an injective map /3 : Z(/s(C)) —>• given by 
P{X){Y) = \C{Y,X)\ for X,Y G obC. Moreover 0 identifies Z(/s(C)) as a 
subringof Z(Js(z). Call Z(/s(C)) the Burnside ring of C and denote this ring 
by Q{C). Note that if C = orb(G), G a finite group, then Z(is(C)) is the 
well-known Burnside ring of G which is denoted by fi(G). 

2.6.10 If R is a commutative ring with identity and C a finite El-category, 
let F(i2C) be the category of finitely generated free i?C-modules. Then for 
all n > 1, the inclusion functor F(iZC) —> P(i?C) induces an isomorphism 
Kn{F{RC)) ~ Kn{RC) and K0{F{RC)) ~ {Is{C) see [63] 10.42. Now the 
pairing K0{F{RC))xKn{RC)) ->• Kn(P{RC)) makes Kn{RC) a unitary mod-
ule over the Burnside ring Z(7s(C)) ~ K0{F{RC)). 
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3 Mackey, Green and Burnside Functors 

3.1 Mackey functors 

3.1.1 Definition Let V be an abelian category and let C be a category with 
finite sums, a final object and finite pull-backs (and hence finite products). 
Then a pair of functors (M*, M* ) : C —V is called a Mackey functor if: 

(i) M* : C ->• V is covariant, M* : C V is contravariant and M*(X) = 
M*(X) := M{X) for all X G obC. 

(ii) For any pull-back diagram 

A' 

Pi 

A\ 

P2 

fl 

A2 M 

f2 in C, the diagram 
A') 

Pi 

M(A\) 

P 2* 

A* 

M{A2) 

/ | commutes, 

M(A) 

(iii) M* transforms finite coproducts in C into finite products in V i.e. the 
embeddings X, )• £J Xi induce an isomorphism 

M{Xx n I I I I ^Xn) - M(Xx) X . . . x M(Xn) . 

3.1.2 Example 

(i) Let G be a finite group and B a ZG-module. For any G-set S, let 
HG(S,B) denote the set of G-maps / : S B. Then UG{S,B) 
is an abelian group where addition is defined in HG(S,B) by (/i + 
f2)(s) = fi(s) + f2(s) ( / i , / 2 G HG{S,B)). Now, if h : 5 -»• T is a 
G-map, we define h* : NG(T,B) ->• HG{S,B) by / fh and h* : 
HG(S, B) ^ HG(T, B) by g ^ Kg : t Esef t-i(T) {t G T). Then 
HG(-,B) : GSet Z - mod given by S i-> HG{S,B), h ^ (h*,h*) 
satisfies property (i) of 3.1.1. 

Now suppose that 
Si x S2 

P2 s2 

Pi h 

Si fl 
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is a pull-back square in GSet and g € 7iG(Si,B) where B is a ZG-
module. 
We have to show that / l / i ' f f ls) = P2*P*g(s) for all s £ Si. Now 

(fSfi'9)(s) = (/i.?)(/2W) = £ g(x) 
xefrHflis)) 

and 

(p2*pis)(a) = (Piff)(x>v) = g(pi{x,y))= 9{x) • 
(s^epj^s) {x,y)ep^{s) (ai^epj^s) 

Moreover, (x,y) S p -1(s) C 5i x S2 if and only if 

V — P2{x,y) = s and fi(x) = /2(s), and so the two sums coincide. 
That /HG(—-> B) takes sums into products can be checked easily, details 
are left to the reader. 

(ii) Let B be a ZG-module. We define a bifunctor B = (B*, £*) : GSet ->Z-
mod as follows: 
• for S G GSet, B(S) is the set of all set-theoretic maps from S to 
B as a ZG-module where for fi,f2'S-*B one puts (fx + fojs = 
fis + /2s, and the G-action G x B(S) B(S) : (g, / ) gf is defined 
by (gf)(s) = g • f{g~xs) for any sES. Note that HG{S,B) in 3.1.2 is 
just the subgroup of G-invariant elements in B(S). Moreover, given a 
G-map ip:S -» T, then as in 3.2, one has ip* = B*{ip) : B(T)B(S) 
given by /•->•/• (p and = B*(ip) : B(S) ->• B(T) given by f <p*f 
where (<p*f){t) = Ylse<p-*(t) /( s)i which are now ZG-homomorphisms. 
As above, it can be checked easily that B = (B*,B*) is a Mackey 
functor. 
Now, if F :ZG-mod —> Z — mod is any additive functor (e.g. B i-» BG) 
where BG = {x € B\gx = x Mg € G) or (B (->• BG = BjIGB where 
IG = {J2geGng 9 ^ 'Z'G\ J2ng = 0} is the augmentation ideal in ZG), 
then F(—,B) : GSet —>• ZG — mod —> Z — mod is a Mackey functor 
where 

F((p,B)*) = (F(B,(<p)), F(B*(<p)) if is a GSet morphism. 

(iii) Let C be an exact category, G a finite, profinite or compact Lie group. 
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Then for all n > 0 the functor K%(-,C) : GSet Ab defined in 2.5.3 
(iv) is a Mackey functor. We shall consider these functors in some 
detail under equivariant higher K-theory in Sec. 5, 6, 7. 

3.1.3 Remarks 

(i) One can show that if C is small, then the Mackey functors from C to 
V form an abelian ategory, and so, one can do homological algebra in 
the category of Mackey functors (see [27]) 

(ii) One can relate Mackey functors with G-functors, as defined by J.A. 
Green (see [26]). 

• Let G be a finite group and let 6G denote the subgroup-category whose 
objects axe the various subgroups of G with 
SG(HI,H2) = {{g,HI.H2)\g G G, gHig~l C H2) and composition of (g,Ht,H2) G 
SG{HUH2) and (h,H2,H3) G SG{H2,H3) defined by (h,H2,H3)o(g,HUH2) = 
(hg,Hi,H3) so that (e,H,H) G 5G(H, H) is the identity where H <G and 
e G G is the trivial element. 

There is a canonical functor C, the coset functor, from 6G into GSet 
which associates with each H < G the G-set G/H and with each mor-
phism (g,H\,H2) G 6G(Hi,H2) the G-map ipg-1 : G/HX G/H2 : xHx 

xg~lH2. If M : GSet —>• V is a Mackey functor, then the composition 
M = M oC : 8G —>• D is a bifunctor from SG into V which has the following 
properties: 

(Gl) If g G H < G then 
M {G,H,H) :M (H) - > M (H) a n d 

M* (g, H, H) :M {H) ->M {H) are the identity 
(G2) If HI, H2 < H < G and if H = U?=i is the double coset 

decomposition of H with respect to H\ and H2, then the composition of 

M* (L,HUH) :M (HI) (H) a n d 

M {I, H2,H) :M (H) ->M (H2) 

coincides with the sum of the compositions of the various maps: 

M (HHXDGIH^;1,^) :M (HI) (HX GIH2GRL) and 
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M* {gi1,H1ngiH29-\H2) :M n gi^g'1) ->M (H2) 

for i = 1,2, . . . k. The last statement follows from the fact that there is a 
pull-back diagram 

<p : G/Hi G/H : xHv ->• xH, ij; : G/H2 ->• G/H : ^ -»• xH , 

^Ic/C^n^r* = r\giH2grl) G/#i : x ^ n ^ j r 1 ) ^ 

^Ic/C^n^r*) = n^sf1) G/H2 : z(Gi n ^ z f t 1 ) ^ ^ 

to which 3.1(ii) has to be applied. 
In [26], Green considered G-functors from C into abelian categories V, 

which satisfy (Gl) and (G2) and called them G-functors. It can be shown 
v 

that the above construction of G-functors M- SG —>• V from Mackey func-
tors M : GSet —> T> yields a one-one correspondence (up to isomorphism) 
between G— and Mackey-functors, the inverse construction being given by v 
associating to each G-functor M• SG —> V, the Mackey functor F:GSet —> V 
which maps any G-set S onto the G-invariant elements in ®sesF(Gs) (or in 
case T> is something more abstract than a category of modules the category 
theoretic equivalent object in T>) and associating to any G-map ip : S —>• T 

Ui=i G!(#1 n 9iH2gil) A G/H2 

G/ffx - A GH 

with 

the induced morphisms 

which come from morphisms 

F* (1, Gs,Gv{s)) :F (Gs) -+F Gv{s)) 
v v 
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and v* V V 
F (1 ,Ga,Gv{a)) :F (Gv{t) ^F Ga) 

g £ G acts on 

0 z s e ® F ( C . ) via g 0 F* {g,Gg-ls,GS)(Xg-lS) -
ses ses \s 

Since Mackey functors are definable on arbitrary categories with finite 
pull-backs and sums, whereas G-functors are defined only on the various 
subgroup categories, we will mainly stick to Mackey functors but use this 
relation to identify Mackey-functors with their associated G-functors which 
sometimes seem more familiar to representation theorists. 

In particular, for any Mackey functor M : GSet —> V we will identify 
v 

M: 6G_^V with M and thus sometimes write M(H) instead of M(G/H). 

(iii) When C = GSet in 3.1, V = Ab or R - mod, then any Mackey functors: 
C —> V are completely determined by their behaviour on the orbit 
category or (G) which is a full subcategory of GSet. This is because a 
G-set S is a coproduct (disjoint union) of G-sets of the form G/H(H < 
G) see [48]. 

• If G is a compact Lie group and C is the category of G-spaces of 
the G-homotopy type of finite G-CW complexes, the behaviour of Mackey 
functions C —> Ab is completely determined by the behaviour on the category 
A(G) of homogeneous spaces where obA{G) = {G/H\H closed subgroup of 
G}. and mor A(G) {G/H, G/K) is the free Abelian group on the equivalence 
class of diagrams G/H 4- G/L G/K (see [107] and [53]). 

(iv) Let C be a category with finite coproducts, final object and finite pull-
backs (and hence with initial objects and products). 
Let C be a category s.t. ob(C) = obC, morc(-X", Y) = free Abelian group 
on the equivalence classes of diagrams X A V Y(I) where X A 
v A y is equivalent to X V' A- Y iff there exists an isomorphism 
i : V —> V' such that a'i = a, fi'i = p. Then a Mackey functor 
M : C Z-mod as defined in 3.1.1 is equivalent to an additive funcctor 
M : C Z-mod (see [62] or [30] or [31]). 

Note: that the situation applies notably to C : GSet (G finite) or 
A{G) G compact Lie group. 
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Note: If we denote by CR (R is commutative ring with identity) a 
category such that ob(CR) = ob(C), morcH(X, Y) = free i?-module 
generated by equivalence classes of diagram (I), then a Mackey functor 
M : C —>• R — mod can be equivalently defined as an additive functor 

CR -> R - mod 

3.1.4 Definition For any category C, define a pre-ordering < of ob(C) by 
A < B if morc(^4, B) 0 and an equivalence relation O on ob(C) by A <> B 
iff A < B and B < A. 

Suppose C has finite coproducts [J and products x. One can check easily 
that X < X]]Y, Y <X]}Y and that X < Z and Y < Z => X JJY < Z. 
Also, X xY < X, X xY <Y and Z < X, Z <Y ^ Z < X xY. 

Let C be a category with finite coproducts and products. A class TZ of 
C-objects is said to be r-closed (resp. ^-closed) if 7Z ^ % and if X < Y, 
Y £ TZ =» x £ TZ and X,Y £ K =» X\}Y € K (resp. if X < Y, X £ K => 
Y £ K and X, Y £ TZ X x Y £ K) hold 

So for any C-object X, the class LZR(X) = {Y|y < X} is r-closed and 
X is maximal in TZR(X) w.r.t.< while the class TZI(X) = { y < Y} is 
^-closed and X is minimal in 1Z?(X). 

Moreover KR{X) = 1ZR(Y) X O Y KE{X) = Kt(Y). 
Conversely, if 1Z is r-closed/^-closed in C and if X £ 71 is maximal/minimal 

inftw.r.t.C, thenTe = KR(X)/1LI(X), since sure enough UR(X) C K/7le(X) C 
7Z whereas vice versa Y £ TZ implies XUYETZ/XXYETZ and thus us-
ing X < X ] j y and the maximality of X/X > X x Y and the minimality 
of X— the equivalence of X and X ] \ Y / X x Y from which fact we get 
y E TZt{XUY) = izr(x)/Y E IZ£{X X Y) = nt{X). 

In particular, if C contains only finitely many equivalence classes w.r.t. 
the equivalence relation O or if, more generally, any class TZ C C contains 
at least one maximal/minimal object w.r.t. <, then any r-closed/^-closed 
class TZ C C is of the form TZR(X)/TZT{X) for some X £ TZ. 

In order to apply the foregoing to GSet. we first give the following 

3.1.5 Definition For any S £ GSet, define U{S) = {H < G\SH ± 0}. Note 
that U(S) is subconjugately closed, i.e. contains with any H < G also any 

G 
H'<H. 
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3.1.6 Theorem 

(a) If S,T are G-sets, then S < T if and only if U{S) C U{T). Hence 
S O T if and only if U(S) = U(T), and there are only finitely many 
equivalence classes w.r.t. O in GSet. 

(b) Any r-closed (resp. ^-closed) class of G-sets is of the form 7Zr(S) (resp. 
Kt{S)) for some G-set S. 

Proof see [48] page 26 

3.1.7 Remarks and Definition. Let U be a collection of subgroups of 
finite group G, and let S{U) = \jHeUG/H. Then U{S(U)) = U where 

G 
U = {H < G\3H' S U with H<H'} is the subconjugate closure of U 
since {\JHEU G/H')H ± 0 <s> ex.H' e U with (G/H')H ^ 0 iff there exists 

G 
H' EU with H < H'. In particular, U = U(S{U)) = U if and only if U is 
subconjugately closed. 

Now define a relation ~ on sets of subgroups of G by A ~ B if and only if 
A = B. Then ~ is an equivalence relation. The following facts now emerge: 

(i) For any G-set T one has T O SU{T) since U{S{U(T)) = U(T). 

(ii) There exists a 1-1 correspondence between O-equivalence classes of 
G-sets, r-closed classes of G-sets, ^-closed classes of G-sets, subcon-
jugately closed sets of subgroups and ^-equivalence classes of sets of 
subgroups. 

3.1.8 Definition Let C be as in 3.4.1, M : C -»• V a Mackey functor, X 
a C-object. Define Mx : C R-mod by MX(Y) = M(X x Y). Then 
Mx is also a Mackey functor where M^-(f) — M*(idx x / ) and Mx*{f) = 
M*{idx x / ) . 

The projection map pr = pr2 : X xY —Y defines natural transforma-
tions of bifunctors 6X = : M -»• Mx where 0X{Y) = pr* : M(Y) 
M(X x Y) and 0X = Of Mx M where 9X(Y) = PR* • M{X x Y) 
M(Y). The functor M is said to be X-projective (resp. X-injective) if Ox 
(resp. 0X) is split surjective (resp. injective) as a natural transformations 
of bifunctors, i.e. there exists a natural transformation (p : M —>• Mx (resp. 
ip' : Mx M) such that 6x<p = idu (resp. </?' 0X = idu) in which case 
^ : M —> Mx (resp. <p' : Mx —> M) is split injective (resp. surjective). 
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A sequence M' ^ M M" of functors in [C, V] is said to be X-split, if 
M'x Mx M'x splits where 

X 

^ ( Y ) = ip'(XxY) : M'X{Y) = M'{XxY) M(XxY) = MX(Y) and tp"x 

defined accordingly), i.e. if there exist natural transformations ip' : Mx —> 
M'x and ip" : Mx Mx with ip'xip' + ip"<px = idMx-

3.1.9 Proposition 
(a) For any Mackey functor M : C —> V the sequences 

0 -»• M Mx 

and 
Mx ^ M ^ O 

are X-split and Mx is X-projective as well as X-injective. 
(b) For any Mackey functor M : C —> V the following statements are 

equivalent: 

(i) M is X-projective 

(ii) M is X-injective 

(iii) M is isomorphic to a direct summand of Mx, 

(iv) M is a direct summand of an X-injective Mackey functor (i.e. there 
exists an X-injective Mackey functor M' and a split injective natu-
ral transformation M -» M' or equivalently a split surjective natural 
transformation M' —> M), 

(v) M is a direct summand of an X-projective Mackey functor, 

(vi) For any X-split sequence N' N" 0 of Mackey functors and any 
natural transformation ip" : M —> N" there exists a natural transfor-
mation i/j1 : M -» N' with ip" = ip o tp', 

ib 
(vii) For any X-split sequence 0 -» N' N" of Mackey functors and any 

natural transformation ip' : N' —> M there exists a natural transfor-
mation ip" : N" M with ij)' = ip" o if). 
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(c) The class CM of objects X € C such that M is X-projective is ̂ -closed 
in the sense of 3.1.4. Thus, if C contains only finitely many O-equivalence 
classes, then there exists for any Mackey functor M an object X € C-unique 
up to O-equivalence such that M is Y projective if and only if X < Y. Such 
an object X will be called a vertex or a vertex-object for M. In particular 
if C = GSet, then for any Mackey functor M defined on GSet, there exists 
a unique subconjugately closed class of subgroups U = UM such that M is 
Y-projective if and only if YH / 0 for all H eU. U will be called the class 
of vertex-subgroups of M. 

3.1.10 Remarks (i) For the proof of the fundamental result above (3.1.9) 
see [48] p. 40. 

(ii) By applying 3.1.9 to the Mackey functors 7{G(—,B) '• GSet —>• 
Z — mod as defined in 3.1.2, one obtains easily the various equivariant char-
acterisations of relative projective (or injective) G-modules (see [59a], [19], 
[22]) and their vertices (see [17] or [26]). 

3.2 Cohomology of Mackey functors 

3.2.1 In this subsection, we will derive a more refined machinery using rel-
ative homological algebra to draw further consequences of X-projectivity 
which in particular will allow us to compute M(Y) as the difference kernel 
of the two maps M(Y x l ) 4 M(Y xXxX) induced by the two projections 
pri xpr i ' .Y x X x X -> F x X, (i = 2,3), whenever M is an X-projective 
Mackey functor. 

Later on we will show how X-projectivity can be established for various 
Mackey functors M and appropriate objects X, so that our homological 
results can be put in use. 

3.2.2 Definition For any object X in C one has a simplicial Amitsur com-
plex 

f A x 2 1 = .. . ; ; x i + 2 . . . 
s? 

where / j : Xl+1 X1 eliminates the (j + l)s t factor in Xi+1, i.e. / j = 
pri x . . . x prj x prj+2 ... x pri+1-

Thus the natural transformations 0X : M — M x and Ox : Mx -> M can 
be considered as the beginning (or the end) of an infinite complex, namely 
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the "augmented" Amitsur-complexes 

A*(M) = A*X(M) : 0 M ^ Mx 4 MX2 ->...-> MXi 4 MXi+1 -»•... 

or 

A*(M) = A?(M) : 0 M ^ M x Mx 2 <-...<-MXi&- MXi+1 <- ... 

with dl — l) J/j* and = where, by abuse of notation, 
/j* denotes the natural transformation /j* : MXi+i —> M^; given by fJj(Y) = 
pri x . . . x prj x pr-j+i x . . . x x pr i + 2: 

Mxi+i(y) = M(X x...xXxY) Mxi(Y) = M{X x X x ... x X xY) 
y V / N V ' 

i + 1 times i times 

(y € C) and /j* : M^i —> MXi+i is defined correspondingly. 
If we cut off the augmentation 

GX 
0 —y M —^ Mx • • • and 

0 M f - Mx • • -
we get the non-augmented complexes 

H*(M) = n*x(M) : 0 4 Mx 4 MX2 4 ... 

and 
7£* (M) = H*(M) : 0 t Mx t MX2 t1 

whose (co)homology Mackey functors will be denoted by HlM and HiM or 
more precisely by HXM and HXM: 

H{M = Kenf+ 1 /Im <f , 

HiM — Kerdj/Im di+1 , 

Note that the augementation defines homomorphisms M —>• H°M, HQM 
M. 

3.2.3 Definition One can "splice together" the two complexes A*(M) and 
.4*(M) via the augmentation, to get a doubly infinite complex 

M 
OxS \0 X 

n*(M) = 7i*x(M) :...->• Mx2 MX^MX Mx2 -»•... 
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the "Tate-Amitsur-complex", whose cohomology Mackey functors will be 
denoted by WM = kerrf+1/Imc/\ i e Z with d° now denoting the map 
Mx

 9X->X Mx. Note that HlM = HlM for i > 1 and that HlM = H^^M 
for i < — 2 whereas there are exact sequences 

0 -»• H~lM H0M 

and 
H°M ->• H°M -)• 0 

3.2.4 Definition From standard techniques in homological algebra (see e.g. 
[118]), it is obvious that any natural transformations 0 : M —»• M' of Mackey 
functors induces natural transformations between the associated complexes 
and thus between the (co-)homology functors: 

IPO : fPAf ->• WM' , 

Hi9 : HiM - > • HiM' 

and 
WO : WM -»• iTM' . 

Moreover, if we define a sequence 0 —> M' —> M —> M" —)• 0 of Mackey 
functors to be X-exact if for any Y < X the sequence, 

0 -»• M\Y) M(Y) M"(Y) -»• 0 

is exact, then for any such X-exact sequence, the associated sequences of 
complexes 

0 -> H*M' -> U*M H*M" 0 

0 n*M' -»• H*M -»• H*M" -»• 0 

and 
0 -> WAT' -»• UM -» UM" -> 0 

are exact and thus (cf. [118]) give rise to long exact sequences 0 —>• H° 
M' H° M ^ H° M" H1 M' ...iP M' -»• W M" ->• 
M' -»• iP+1 M" Hi M ^ Hi M" -> M Hi 
M" -/V" -»• 0 and 

... -»• iTM -»• FM" Hi+1M' ->.... 
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3.2.5 Theorem The complexes A*M, A*M and TLM are X-split. 
(b) If M is X-projective, then HlM = H{M = 0 for i > 1, HlM = 0 for 

all i G Z and H°M = H0M = M. proof see [48] page 45. 

3.2.6 Coro l la ry For any Y < X we have Hi
xM(Y) = H?M{Y) = 0 for 

i > 1, HQ
XM(Y) = Hg(Y) = M(Y) and H^MiY) = 0 for all i G Z. 

Proof see [48] page 46 

3.2.7 Corollary If M is X-projective, then M is canonically isomorphic to 
the difference kernel of the two natural transformations Mx —£ MxxX and 
to the difference cokernel of the two natural transformations MxxX —> Mx 
associated with the two projections X x X —> X. 

3.2.8 Remarks 

(i) If RXM denotes the cokernel of 9X : M ->• Mx and RXM denotes the 
kernel of Ox • Mx M, then the sequences 

0 -»• M ^ Mx -)• RXM ->-0 and 0 -»• RXM ->• Mx ^ M ^ O 

are X-split and therefore exact at any Y < X. So the long exact se-
quences associated with them together with the triviality of HlMx give 
rise to canonical isomorphisms Hl~1(RxM) ~ HlM ~ Hl(RxM). 
Thus, to deal with the Tate-Amitsur-cohomology of Mackey functors 
one may use the technique of dimension shifting as usual. 

(ii) Using standard techniques of homological algebra (see [118]) one can 
show that for any X-split complexes 

0 M ->• M° $ M1 4 ... 

or 
0 <- M M0 Mi ... 

with M°, M 1 , . . . and Mo, Mi,. . . being X-projective one has canonical 
isomorphisms HlM Kerd2+1/Imcf and 

HiM ^ Kerrfj/Imdj+i, i > 0 (with d° : 0 M° and dD : M0 0) . 

Thus our cohomology functors can also be defined by certain universal 
properties as derived functors (see [118]). 
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In particular, if Y < X and if (p : Y —>• X is some C-morphism from Y 
into X, then the induced natural transformations 

WXM ^ Hl
YM 

and 
H?M T HJM 

do not depend on the chosen morphism (p, and any morphism ip : X —> X 
induces the identity on HL

XM and HFM. 

3.2.9 Examples 

(i) Let G be a finite group and B € ZG-module, B = MG(—,B) the 
Mackey functor associated with B as defined in Ex. 3.1.2 (i). The 
(co-)homology groups IPXB{*), Hf B(*) and Hl

xB(*) coincide with 
the standard (co-)homology groups Hl(G,B), Hi(G,B) and Hl(G,B) 
of G with coefficients in B, when X = G/e. 
More generally, one has; for X — G/e, 

HxB(G/H) ~ IP(H,B) , 

H*B(G/H) ~ Hi(H,B) 

and 
H^B(G/H) ~ Hi(H, B) 

for any H < G and for H' < H < G the maps between H'BIG/H), 
HiB(G/H) and H*B(G/H) on the one side and WB^/H'), HiB(G/H') 
and WB(G/H') on the other side induced by G/H' G/H : xH' 
xH coincide with the standard restriction and corestriction maps be-
tween H^H, B), Hi(H, B) and H*(H, B) on the one side and Hl{H', B), 
Hi(H',B) and Hi(H',B) on the other. 
Also, if H < G, with quotient group G/H = G, then 

H?/HB(*) ~ Hi(G,B)-, IPGIHB(*) ~ W(G,BH), ETg/hB(*) = Hi(G,BH) 

with Bh = {b E B\gb = b for all g G H) considered as a G-module in 
the natural way 
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(ii) Let C = GSet and S = |J G/H £ GSet where Q is a collection of 
HeQ 

subgroups of G. If M : GSet Z-mod is a Mackey functor, then 
by the identification M(G/H) ~ M(H) discussed in 3 . 1 . 3 , the map 
M(*) —>• M(S) associated with the unique map S —> * coincides with 
M(G) ->• YIM(H). NOW, 3.2.7 says that for M being 5-projective the 
seauence: 

0 M(G) ~ M(*) -)• M(S) ~ JX M(H) M(SxS) ~ JJ M(HC\gH'g~l) 
H£Q HGHCG H,HCQ 

is exact and so M(G) is isomorphic to the difference kernel or equalizer 
of the two maps M(S) —> M(SxS) induced by the projection maps Sx 
S —>• S. This difference kernel in turn can be shown to be isomorphic 
to lim M(H) —Q the subconjugate closure of Q - where by definition 

HEQ 
lim M(H) is the subgroup of all (XH) € HH^QM(H) such that for any 
s 

H', H G Q and any g G G with gH'g"1 C H, we have M{(P)(XH) = XH 
where ip : H' —> H, h ghg~l. 

In other words, for any 5-projective Mackey functor M it is possible to 
compute M(*) = M(G) in terms of the M(H) with HeQ. 

3.3 Green functors, modules, algebras, and induction theo-
rems 

Throughout this section, C is a category with final object, finite pull-backs 
and finite coproducts, and V is R — mod for some commutative ring R with 
identity. 

3.3.1 Definition Let L, M, N : C —> V be three Mackey functors. A pairing 
r =<, >: L x M ^ N is a family of .R-biliriear maps < > x = Tx : L(X) x 
M(X) -> N(X) (where X G obC) such that for any C-morphism / : X ->• Y, 
the following hold: 

(i) /*(< a, b >y) =< f*(a), /*(&) > x (a G L(Y), b G M(Y)), 

(ii) f*(< f*(a),c>x) = < a , / . (c) >y (a G L(Y), c G M(X)), 

(iii) / , ( < d,f*(b) >x) =< f*(d), b >y (d e L(X), b G M(Y)), 
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Here, /* (resp. /*) means the covariant (resp. contravariant) part of the 
relevant Mackey functor applied to / . 

Note that (ii) and (iii) above may be regarded as an axiomatization of 
the Frobenius reciprocity law (see [15]). 

3.3.2 The following statements are more or less direct consequences of the 
above definition: 

(a) Let <, >: L x M —>• iV be a pairing of Mackey functors L,M,N : 
C —> V and let / : X —»• Y denote a C-morphism. For any Mackey functor 
Q : C -> V, let IfQ C Q(Y) denote the image of Q{X) h Q(Y) and let 
KfQ C Q{Y) denote the kernel of Q(Y) 4 Q(X). Then: 

(i) < KfL, M >y, < L,KfM > y C KfN , 

(ii) < IfL,M >Y, < LJfM > y C IfM , 

(iii) < KfL, IfM >Y=< IfL,KfM >= 0 . 

(b) Any pairing L x M —> N of Mackey functors induces pairings L x 
Mx —> Nx {X € obC) and for any C-morphism g : Z ^ X we have commu-
tative diagrams: 

L x Mx 

id x g* 

L x Mz 

Nx and 

9* 
Nz 

L x Mz 

id x g* 

L x Mx - > 

Nz 

9* 
Mx 

In particular, any pairing LxM —> N of Mackey functors induces pairings 
L x RXM RXN and L x RXM RXN and thus if RjM = Rj

xM 
is defined inductively by R°M = 0, Ri+lM = Rx(RjM) for j > 0 and 
Ri-^M = Rx(RjM) for j < 0 it induces pairings KlL x RjM Ri (R^N), 
i , j e Z. 

3.3.3 Definition A Green functor G : C —> R — mod is a Mackey functor 
together with a pairing G x G G such that for any C-object X, the R-
bilinear map G(X) x G(X) —>• G(X) makes G(X) into an i?-algebra with 
a unit 1 € G(X) such that for any C-morhphism / : X —> Y one has 
f*0-G(x)) = 1G{Y)-
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A left (resp. right) G-module is a Mackey functor M : C —> R — mod 
together with a pairing G x M M (resp. M x G M) such that for 
any C-object X, M(X) becomes a left (resp. right) unitary G(X)-module. 
We shall refer to left G-modules simply as G-modules and call M a Green 
module over G. 

Let G, G' : C —> i?-mod be Green functors. A (Green) homomorphism 
from G to G' is a natural transformation 0 : G —»• G' such that for any 
C-object X, the map Ox • G(X) —> G'(X) is an i?-algebra homomorphism. 
Any such homomorphism Ox • G(X) —> G'(X) can be used to define a G-
module structure on G' (i.e. 0 : GxG' G' : 0X : G(X) x G'(X) G'(X) : 
(x,x') i-)- 6x{x) • x') such that the multiplication becomes G-bilinear. 

On the other hand, given a G-module structure p : G x G' —> G' such 
that the multiplication G' x G' —> G' is G-bilinear, then the map 

p-.G^G'-.px- G(X) -»- G'(X) : * ^ p(x, 1G, w ) = * • 1G,(X) 

is a (Green) homomorphism from G to G'. Moreover, (0)~ = 0, (p)A = p 
and so we have a 1-1 correspondence between bilinear G-module structures 
on G' and homomorphisms G —> G'. A Green functor G' together with 
a homomorphism 0 : G —> G' is called a Green algebra over G or just a 
G-algebra. 

3.3.4 Lemma Let G : C —> R — mod be a Green functor, M a G-module, 
f : X a C-morphism. Then in the notation of 3.3.2 we have: 

(i) KfM and IjM are G(Y)-submodules of M(Y). In particular, If = 
f*(G(X)) is a two-sided ideal in G(Y). 

(ii) If /* : G(X) G(Y) is surjective, then M{X) M{Y) is split 
surjective. 

(iii) KfG-M(Y) C KfM, IfG-M{Y) C IfM, KfG-IfM = IfGKfM = 0. 

(iv) If g : Z —> Y is any other C-map such that n • 1g(Y) £ KfG + IgG for 
some natural number n, then KfM + IgM D n • M(Y) and n • (KgM fl 
IfM) = 0. 

Proof see [48] page 55. 

3.3.5 Remarks. Assume, as in 3.3.4 (ii) that /* : G(X) —>• G(Y) is surjec-
tive. Then we have the following facts: 
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(i) If M(X) = 0, then M(Y) = 0. 

(ii) If 0 : M —> N is a natural transformation of G-modules, and Ox 
M(X) —> N(X) is surjective, (resp. split-surjective, injective, split-
injective, or bijective) then so is By • M(Y) —> N(Y). 

(iii) If M' ->• M M" is a sequence of G-modules and M'(X) M(X) 
M"(X) is exact (resp. split-exact) then so is M'(Y) ->• M(Y) 
M"(Y). 

3.3.6 Theorem 
Let G : C —>R-mod be a Green functor, X a C-object, / : X —>• * 

the unique C-morphism from X to *. Then the following assertions are 
equivalent: 

(i) /* : G(X) G(*) is surjective 

(ii) G is X-projective 

(iii) Any G-module M is X-projective 

Proof (iii) —> (ii): since G is a G-module, 
(ii) —> (i): since by the definition of X-projectivity, Gx(*) G(*), i.e. 

G(X) —> G(*) is split surjective, 
(i) (iii): Choose a G G(X) with /*(a) = 1, and define a natural 

transformation r) : Mx M by r](Y) : M(X x Y) ->• M(Y) : b q*(p*a • b) 
wherep = pri : XxY —>• X and q — pr2 : XxY —> Y are the two projections. 
Then rj is a natural transformation of Mackey functors. Moreover, rj is left 
inverse to ex : M —> Mx since, if c G M(Y), we have rjdx(Y)(c) = q* < 
p*a,q*c >=< q*p*a, c > by 3.3.1 (iii), and by considering the pull-back 
diagram 

XxY Y 
Pi lg 

X 4 * 

we have q*p*a = g*f*a = g* 1 = 1. So r]9x(X)(c) = c as required. 

Corollary Let G : C —> R — mod be a Green functor, M a G-module and 
X a C-object such that G(X) G(*) is surjective. Then H%(M) = 0 for 
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all n 6 Z and the (augmented) Amitsur omplexes 

0 ->• M -» Mx Mx 2 • • • 

and 
0 <- M Mx Mx 2 ... 

are split exact. 

3.3.7 Remark Let G : C —> R — mod be a Green functor, X, Y C-objects. 
Then G{X) ->• G(*) and G(Y) G(*) are surjective if and only if G(X x 
Y) —> G(*) is surjective. 

3.3.8 Remark If G is a Green functor and M a G-module, then the pairings 
defined in 3.3.1 and 3.3.3 define pairings iTG x HJM iF+^M (i,j > 0) 
and H%G x H3M Hi+jM ( i , j E Z). In particular, putting i = j = 0 
and M = G, we see that H°G and H°G are Green functors and that WM 
(j > 0) and WM ( j G Z) are H°G and H°G-modules, respectively. Thus if 
for / : X —> * and g :Y —»• *, one has: 

n • 1G(*) £ i^/G + IgG and therefore n • 1 H^G(*) £ IgH°xG. It follows 

that n annihilates KgHxG for all i G Z. In particular in case / = g and thus 
KgHl

x = HXG, the assumption n • 1G(*) € KfG + IfG implies n • HlG = 0 
for all i e Z. 

3.4 Based category and the Burnside functor 

3.4.1 Definition Let C be a category with finite coproducts U and an initial 
object 0. A C-object X is said to be indecomposable iff X = Xi\JX2 
X\ = 0 or X2 = 0. For example, if C = GSet, S is indecomposable iff S is 
simple and any simple G-set is isomorphic to G/H for some subgroup H of 
G. 

3.4.2 A category B is said to be based if: 
(i) B has a final object *, finite coproducts and pull-backs. (Note that 

this implies also the existence in B of an initial object 0 and products II or 
X). 

(ii) The two squares in a commutative diagram: 
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7i 4 z £ Y2 

4* 4* 4* 
x1 ^ x1ux2 £ X2 

are pull-backs iff the upper line represents Z as a coproduct (sum) of Yi and 
Y2. 

(iii) There exists only a finite number of isomorphism classes of inde-
composable objects in B and any £>-object is isomorphic to a sum of a finite 
number of indecomposable objects. 

(iv) If X, Y are indecompsable ^-objects, then B(X,Y) is finite and 
End,s(X) = Autg(X). i.e. B is a finite EI category. 

Any set I of representatives of the isomorphism classes of indecomposable 
B-objects is called a basis of B. Since by (iv), for X, X' G I, X < X' < X 
implies X ~ X', it means that I contains precisely one object out of any 
O-equivalence class of indecomposable objects. We shall sometimes write 
(B, I) to denote a based category with basis I. 

Remarks Since there are only a finite number of O-equivalence classes in 
B, any Mackey functor M : B —>• R — mod has a vertex or defect object X. 
Moreover, the <>-equivalence class of X is uniquely determined by the finite 
set V(M) - {Z G I\Z < X} which is called the defect set of M. 

3.4.3 Examples 
(i) GSet is a based category with basis I = {G/H\H < (?)}', the prime 

indicating that one has to take one subgroup H out of any conjugacy class 
of subgroups. 

(ii) If B is a based category with basis I and if X is a ^-object, then 
B/X is also based with basis I/X = {(p : Z -»• X\Z £ I, tp e B(Z,X)} 
modulo isomorphisms in B/X. Here, for (Z, ip : Z X), (Z1, tp' : Z' —> X) 
two objects of B/X, their sum is (Z [J Z', (p\J(p', Z]}Z' —>• X) and their 
product is is the diagonal map in the pullback diagram 

ZTIZ' - » Z' 
X 

4 V 
Z 4 X 

Hence GSet/X is based for any X G GSet. 
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(iii) If B is a based category and G is a finite group, then BG is also 
based. Thus the fact that GSet = F_Set_G is based can be derived from the 
fact that FSet is based. 

(iv) If B,B' are based categories, so is B x B'. 

3.4.4 Note that if B is a based category, property 3.4.2 (ii) ensures that 
for X,Y,Z E B, the natural map (Z x X)]\{Z x Y) ^ Z x (XL[Y) is 
an isomorphism (put Yi = Z x Y, Y2 = Z x Y, Z = Z x (X JJY) in 
the commutative diagram of (ii)). Hence it can be easily checked that the 
isomorphism classes of ^-objects form a semi-ring B+ = f l+ (B) with respect 
to sums and products where cj) represents 0 E 0,+(B) and * represents 1 in 
Cl+(B). We denote the associated Grothendieck ring K(B+) by 0,(6). 

If X is a fixed ^-object, then as already observed in 3.4.3 (ii) B/X is 
a based category and the isomorphism classes of objects in B/X also form 
a semi-ring (B/X)+ = S1+(X) with respect to sums and products defined 
in 3.4.3 (ii) and we denote the associated Grothendieck ring K((B/X)+) by 

If * is the final object of B, then f2(*) ~ Q(B). 
If B = GSet, then we shall write fi(G) for Q(GSet) and call this the 

Burnside ring of G. If 5 € ob(GSet), we shall write tt{S) for K(GSet/S). 
Note that Q.G ~ SKGSet/*) and that Q{S) = Kg (S. FSet) since [S. FSet] ~ 
GSet/S. 

3.4.5 Theorem fI : B -t Z-mod is a Green functor. 

Proof see [48] page 64or [18] 

3.4.6 Remarks and Definition Note that if R is a commutative ring with 
identity, then R®Cl:C ->• R-mod defined by (R <g> £l)(X) = R <g> Cl(X) is 
also a Green functor. We call R®Q,:B^ R — mod or Q, : B —»Z-mod the 
Burnside functor associated with the based category B. 

3.4.7 Lemma Let B be a based category and let M : B —> R — mod be a 
Mackey functor. Then M* transforms finite sums into finite sums. 

3.4.8 Theorem [48]. 
Let B be a based category. Then any Mackey functor M : B —>Z-mod is 

in a natural way and SI module and any Green functor G : B —> Z-mod is an 
^-algebra. 
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3.4.9 Remark Note that if in 3.4.8 we have a Mackey functor M : B —> 
R — mod, then M is an QR = R <g> Q-module and any Green functor G : 
B -»R-mod is an fi^-algebra. 

3.4.10 Let B be a based category with basis I. In 3.4.4, we defined the 
Burnside ring f1(B) as the Grothendieck ring associated with the semi-ring 

(B) and saw that fi : B —> Z — mod is a Green functor while any Mackey 
functor M : B —> Z-mod is in a canonical way an fi-module. We now 
study in some detail the arithmetic structure of Sl(B). We shall adopt the 
following notation: if X is a ^-object and n a positive integer we write nX 
for X U ... ]J X (n summands) and we write o • X for <j). Also, if Xi,..., X^ 

k 
axe ^-objects, we write J2 XI for X\ f] . . . n XJ^. So any B-object X has the 

i=1 
form X EJ2 NIXI where XI £ I. 

Let (B, I) be a based category, T £ I. We define ipT • Z 
by (pT(X) = \B{T,X)\, the number of elements in the set B(T,X). This 
definition satisfies the following properties: 

3.4.12 Lemma [48] Let X, X' be ^-objects, T, T' £ 7, then 

(i) <pT(X X X') = <pr{X) • MX') 

(ii) <PT{XUX') = M X ) + MX') 

(iii) M X ) + o iff T < X 

(iv) M X ) = <PT> (X)V X £BiST~T' . 

3.4.13 Definition Let G be a finite group, H < G. Define <pu • GSet -> Z 
by <PH{S) = \SH\, the number of elements in SH where 

SH = {s£ S\gs = s V g£H} . 

The following Lemma gives the connection between <PT{S) and <pjj(S). 

3.4.14 Let S,T be G-sets, H, H' < G. Then: 

(i) <pH{S) ~ MS) if and only if T ~ G/H 

(ii) <pH{Si U S2) = <PFF(S:) + <pff(S2), where S u S2 £ GSet 
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(iii) <pH(Si x S2) = <PH(S{) • VH{S2), where SI, S2 € GSet 

(iv) <pH(S) + 0 if and only if H e U(S) i.e. if and only if SH + 0. 

(v) If H,H' < G then <pH(S) < <pH'(S) for all G-sets S if and only if 
H < H'. In particular, (pH(S) = <pH'(S) for all F-sets S iff H £ H'. 

(vi) For any two simple G-sets S, T with S ~ G/H we have <ps(S) = 
|AutG(S)| = (NG(H) : H) and <ps(S) divides PT(S). 

Proof. See [48] page 74 or [18] 

3.4.15 Definition Let G be a finite group, H < G. We denote by HP the 
(well-defined) smallest normal subgroup of H such that H/HP is a p-group, 
and we denote by HP the pre-image of any Sylow-p-subgroup of NQ(HP) = 
NG{HP)/HP: If H is any finite group, define HS as the minimal subgroup 
of H such that H/HS is solvable. 

Note that if p is a characteristic and G a finite group, then any prime 
ideal p of 0(G) has the form p = p(H,p) = {x G Q(G)\<pn(x) = 0(p)} where 
H is some appropriate subgroup of G. 

3.4.16 Theorem [48]. Let H, H' be subgroups of a finite group G, p a 
rational prime. Then the following conditions are equivalent 

(i) p(H,p) =p(H',p) 

(ii) Hp ~ H'p 

(iii) HP ~ H'P 

(iv) (pH = <PH' J modp. 

For Proof see [48] p. 80. 

3.4.17 Theorem Two prime ideals p(H,p) and p(H',p) are in the same 
connected component of Spec(0(G)) if and only if Hs ~ H s. Hence the 
connected components of Spec(Q(G')) are in one-one correspondence with 
the class of conjugate perfect subgroups H of G (i.e. subgroups H with 
[H,H] = H). 

Proof. See [48] page 81 or [16] 
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3.4.18 Remarks (i) It can be shown from 3.4.16 and 3.4.17 that a finite 
group is solvable if and only if the prime ideal spectrum of fi(G) is connected 
i.e. if and only if 0 and 1 are the only idempotents in Q(G). (see [16]) 

(ii) Next, we obtain general induction theorems for Mackey functors and 
we shall see that these results are in fact generalizations of Artin induction 
Theorem. 

3.4.19 Definition Let B be a based category, M a Mackey functor from B 
into Z-mod, f : X a H-morphism. Recall from 3.3.2 that: 

Kf(M) = Ker(/* : M(Y) M(X)) and If{M) = Im(/* : M(X) M(Y)) . 

Some properties of Kf(M) and If(M) have been given in 3.3.2 and 3.3.8. If 
Y = *, the final object of B and / is now the unique morphism fx-X—t*, 
we write Kx(M) and Ix(M) for Kj(M) and I/(M), respectively. Note that 
if X, Z are two 23-objects with X < Z, we have a commutative triangle 

f x \ 
* 

f z S 
z 

and thus we have IX{M) C IZ{M) and KZM C KX{M). Hence, if X O Z, 
then KX{M) = KZ(M) and IX(M) = IZ{M). So KX(M) and IX(M) 
depend only on the O-equivalence class of X. 

3.4.11 Now, let B = GSet. Recall from 3.1.6 that for any two G-Sets S and 
T, one has S O T if and only if U{S) = U{T) where U{S) = (H < G/SH ± 
ip}. If U is any collection of subgroups of G, define S(U) € GSet by S(U) = 

U G/H, denote Ks(u)(M) by KU{M), 7S(W)(M) by IU{M) and write 
KH(M), IH(M) if U contains exactly one subgroup H, only. Cleaxly if U is 
the subconjugate closure OIU then KU{M) = KQ(M) and Iu{M) = /^-(M). 
Also, we have KSuT{M) = KS{M) n KT(M) and /S u T(M) = /S(M) + 
IT(M). In particular, KU{M) = NHEUKH(M),IU{M) = Y,H&AIH{M). 

Suppose V is a (possibly empty) set of prime numbers and V its com-
plement in the set of all prime numbers. So any natural number n can be 
uniquely written as the product of its P-part n-p and its P=part n'-p where 
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if n = n pap and n'v = YIpg-p Pap • If W is a set of subgroups of G, define 
h-pll = h-pU = WU J where 

J = {H < G\3 p G V with Hp eU} . 

Put hU = h-pU if V is the set of all primes i.e. V' = <p. Then h-pU 
contains for any H € U all H' < G such that Hp ~ Hp (i.e. such that 
p{H,p) = p(H',p), for some p G V). 

If T is a G-set, define Tv = S{hv(U(T)) = U H e h v ( u ( T ) G / H . Then 
T O S implies that Tv = S-p and hv{U(T)) = U(TV). 

The following Lemma 3.4.20 will be useful in proving the general induc-
tion theorem 3.4.2 for Mackey functors M : GSet —> Z — mod as well as 
its generalization to Mackey functors M : B —>Z-mod where B is a based 
category. 

3.4.20 Lemma Let 6 be a based category, Z a B-object, Q : B —>Z-mod 
the Burnside functor, and * the final object of B, with J a basis of B. Then, 

(i) Kz(Sl) = {x£ n(*)\cpT(x) = 0 for all, T G J T < Z} 

(ii) /Z(Q) = { i 6 0(*)|y>T(z) = 0 for all T G J, T-£Z} 

We now state the general induction theorem for Mackey functors M : 
GSet ->Z=mod. We shall later generalize this in to Mackey functors from 
a based category to Z-mod. 

3.4.21 Theorem. Let G be a finite group M : GSet —>• Z - mod a Mackey 
functor, V a set of primes, and * the final object in GSet. Then for any 
G-set 5, one has 

(i) \G\'PM(*)CKS(M) + ISV(M) 

(ii) \G\'P(Is(M) fl Ksv)M)) = 0. 

In particular,if U is any set of subgroups of G we have 

\G\'pM(*) C KU(M) +IhvU{M) and 

\G\!p(Iu(M)nKhpu(M) = 0 

3.4.22 Remarks. Putting J> = ip in the above theorem, we get S^> Sv, 
\G\'V = |G| and so the theorem yields |G|M(*) C KS(M) + IS(M). This 
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latter form of our induction theorem yields the Artin induction theorem if 
we put M = KG{-,P(C)) and S = S(U) = UH&AG/H where U = {H < 
G\H cyclic} see [15]. This is because K${G/H,P{C)) is isomorphic to the 
generalized character ring char(H) of H and the map 

K?(*,P(C)) ~ char(G) -»• JJ char (H) ~ [ J K°(G/H,P(C)) 
Heu Heu 

is injective i.e. KS(KF?(-,P(C» = 0, where S = G/H. 

So, |G| • K 0
G (* ,P(G)) C I m ( ^ 0

G ( 5 , P ( C ) ) ^ K°(*,P(C)) 

i.e. 
|G| char (G) C £ Im(char(JT) char(G)) . 

Heu 

(ii) If V contains all the prime divisors of |G| we have 

M{*) C KS(M) + ISP(M) 

In the special case M = K0
G(-,P(C))) considered above, this is an 

induction theorem of the type proved by R. Brauer and others on the 40's 
(cf. [15]). 

(iii) Let B be a based category. It can be shown that Q(B) has finite 
index in Q(B) = JlreJ Z see [18] and if we define the Artin index ||Z?|| of B 
as the exponent of £L(B)/£L(B), it follows from the fact that |G|Z = {n G 
Z|nfi(G) C fi(G)} that \\GSet\\ = |G| for any finite group G. 

3.4.23 Lemma Let Q : B —»Z-mod be the Burnside functor. 
Then ||£|| • LA{B G KX{TY + Ix(fi) for any ^-object X. 
For proof see [48] page 86. 
Theorem 3.4.21 can now be generalized to: 

3.4.24 Theorem Let B b e a based category, M : B —> R — mod a Mackey 
functor. Then ||Z?|| annihilates all cohomology groups HxM{*). In particular 

(i) ||£|| • M(*) C KX{M) + IX(M) and 
(ii) \\B\\-(KX(M)NLX(M))=0. 

Proof. See [48] page 87. 
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3.4.25 Remarks 
(i) Theorem 3.4.24, apart from generalizing Artin induction theorem, also 

generalizes the fact that |G| annihilates all cohomology groups Hn(G,B) 
where B is a Z G-module. 

(ii) If H^ll-1r is invertible in a ring R, then (i) and (ii) of 3.2.24 imply that 
M = ker(M Mx) ®Im(Mx M) and in particular that M(*) -» M(X) 
is injective if and only if M(X) —>• M(*) is surjective. 

3.4.26 Corollary Let ||S|| R = R, G : B R-mod a Green functor and 
M a G-module such that M{*) is a faithful G(*)-module. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 

(i) M is X-projective 

(ii) M(X) M(*) is surjective 

(iii) M(*) M(X) is injective 

(iv) G(*) ^ G(X) is injective 

(v) G(X) —> G(*) is surjective 

(vi) G is X-projective. 

Proof, see [48] page 87 

3.4.27 Corollary Assume ||#|| • R = R and let : B ->• R-mod : 
X (->• R ® f2(X) be the Burnside functor tensored with R. Then 

0K /Ker(0R -»• Of) ~ Im(Of -> 9,R) is X-projective for any ^-object X . 

3.4.28 Corollary. If ||£|| • R = R and M : B R-mod is a Mackey 
functor, then the following statements are equivalent: 

(i) M is X-projective 

(ii) M(X x 7 ) - > M(Y) is surjective for all ^-objects Y 

(iii) M{y) x Y) is injective for all ^-objects Y. 
In particular, any subfunctor and any quotient functor of an X-projective 

Mackey functor M : B —> —R — mod is X-projective. 

Proof see [48] page 88. 
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4 Equivariant Higher Algebraic K-theory Together 
with Relative Generalizations 

4.1 Equivariant higher algebraic K-theory 

4.1.1 Let G be a finite group, S a G-set and 5 the category associated with 
5 (see 1.1.5). 

If V is an exact category in the sense of Quillen [76], then the category 
of [S_, V] of covariant functors from S to V is also exact (see 2.1.4 (vi)). 

4.1.2 Definition Let KG(S,V) be the nth algebraic K-group associated to 
the category [5, V] with respect to fibre-wise exact sequences. 

We now have the following: 

4.1.3 K%(-,V) :: GSet Ah is a Mackey functor. 

Proof See [21] and [22]. 
We now want to turn KQ(—, V) into a Green functor. We first recall the 

definition of a pairing of exact categories (see [108]). 
4.1.4 Definition. Let V\,V2,V3 be exact categories. An exact pairing 
< , > : T>I X D 2 - > D 3 given by (XI,X2) -»< X\,X2 > is a covariant functor 
such that 

Hom((X1,X2),(Xi,X^)) = Hom(Xi,Xj) x Hom(X2,X^) 

—>• Hom(< XUX2 >,<X'1,X!2 >) 

is biadditive and biexact (see 2.6.7). 

4.1.5 Theorem Let V\. V2, be exact categories and V\ x V2 -» an 
exact pairing of exact categories. Then the pairing induces fibre-wise a pair-
ing [5, X>i] x [5, V2] [S, V:i] and hence a pairing K{f(S, Vx) x K%(S, V2) 
K°(S, VZ). 

Suppose V is an exact category such that the pairing V x V —> V is 
naturally associative and commutative and there exists E £ V such that < 
E, M >=< M, E >= M. Then KG{~, V) is a Green functor and K%{-,V) 
is a unitary KQ(—,T>) module. 

Proof see [21] or [22] 
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4.2 Relative equivariant higher algebraic if-theory 

In this section, we discuss the relative version of the theory in 4.1 

4.2.1 Definition Let 5,T be G-sets. Then the projection map S x T - > S 
gives rise to a functor 5 xT —> 5. Suppose that V is an exact category 
in the sense of Quillen [76]. Then, a sequence —(2 —>• C3 °f functors 
in [5, T>] is said to be T-exact if the sequence Ci ~̂  C2 ~ ^ C3 °f restricted 
functors 5 x T —»• 5 —> 2? is split exact. 

If I/J • S\ —i• S2 is a G-map, and £2 • ( 3 is a T-exact sequence in 
lb 

[ 5 . 2 5 Q] 1 then C2 C3 is a T-exact sequence in , V] where (• : S1 —• 
s2hv. 

Let K°(S,V,T) be the nth algebraic if-group associated to the exact 
category [5, V] with respect to T-exact sequences. 

4.2.2 Definition Let S,T be G-sets. A functor £ € [5,2?] is said to be T-
projective if any T-exact sequence Ci ~̂  C2 ~̂  C is exact. Let [5, T>]T be the 
additive category of T-projective functors in [5,2?] considered as an exact 
category with respect to split exact sequences. Note that the restriction 

ib 
functor associated to Si —> S2 carries T-projective functors ( € [52,2?] into 
T-projective functors (oip £ [5i, 2?]. Define 2?, T) as the nth algebraic 
if-group associated to the exact category [5,2?]y, with respect to split exact 
sequences. 

4.2.3 Theorem if®(-,2?,T) and PG(-,2?,T) are Mackey functors from 
GSet to Ab for all n > 0. If the pairing V x 2? —> 2? is naturally associative 
and commutative and 2? contains a natural unit, then KQ(—, 2?, T) : GSet —> 
Ab is a Green functor and K%{-,V,T) and PG(-,2?,T) are Kg(-,V,T) 
modules. 

Proof See [21] or [22] 

4.3 Interpretation in terms of group-rings 

In this section, we discuss how to interpret the theories in previous sections 
in terms of group-rings. 

4.3.1 Recall that any G-set 5 can be written as a finite disjoint union of 
transitive G-sets each of which is isomorphic to a quotient set G/H for some 
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subgroup H of G. Since Mackey functors, by definition, take finite disjoint 
unions into finite direct sums, it will be enough to consider exact categories 
[G/H,V] where V is an exact category in the sense of Quillen [76]. 

For any ring A, let M_(A) be the category of finitely generated ^-modules 
and P(A) the category of finitely generated projective A modules. 

4.3.2 Theorem Let G be a finite group, H a subgroup of G. Then there ex-
ists an equivalence of exact categories [G/H, M(A)] —> M(AH). Under this 
equivalence, [G/H, P(A)] is identified with the category of finitely generated 
A-projective left Aff-modules. 

Proof Let p : [G/H,M(A)] M(AH) be defined as follows: 
For C G [G/H,M{A]], define p(() by ((H) where H denotes the trivial 

coset in G/H,. The inverse arrow is given by N —> G iV where (G 
N)(gH) = g®N, the block in AG <g> N corresponding to gH G G/H. 

H AH 
We also observe that a sequence of functors C i ^ C 2 ~ C 3 in [G/H, P{A)) 

or [G/H, M(A)] is exact if the corresponding sequence (i(H) (2(H) -» 
C?j(H) of Ai7-modules is exact. 

4.3.3 Remarks (i) It follows that for every n > 0, KG(G/H,P(A)) can be 
identified with the nth algebraic If-group of the category of finitely gener-
ated .A-projective Aff-modules while {G/H,M_(A)) = GN(AH) if A is 
Noetherian. It is well known that K%(G/H,P{A)) = K%(G/H,M(A)) is 
an isomorphism when A is regular. 

(ii) Let 4> : G/Hx -»• G/H2 be a G-map for Hi < H2 < G. We may 
restrict ourselves to the case H2 = G and so we have </>* : [G/G, M(A)] —> 
[G/H, M(A)] corresponding to the restriction functor M_(AG) M_(AH), 
while (f>* : [G/H, M.{A)] [G/G, M.(A)} corresponds to the induction func-
tor M_(AH) -> M.(AG) given by N AG ® N. Similar situations hold 
for functor categories involving P{A). So, we have corresponding restriction 
and induction homomorphisms for the respective K-groups. 

(iii) If V = P(A) and A is commutative, then the tensor product defines 
a naturally associative and commutative pairing P(A) x P(A) —> P(A) with 
a natural unit and so KG(—,P(A) are KQ{—, P(A))-modules. 

4.3.4 We now interpret the relative situation. So let T be a G-set. Note 
that a sequence C 2 C3 of functors in [G/H,P(A)] or [G/H, M(A)} 
is said to be T-exact if Q(H) (2(H) £3(H) is AH'-split exact for all 
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H' <H such that TH' ± 0 where 
Th = {t E T\gt = tMg E H'}. In particular, the sequence is G/H-exact 
(esp. G/G exact) iff the corresponding sequence of Aff-modules (resp., AG-
modules) is split exact. If E is the trivial subgroup of G, it is G/e-exact if it 
is split exact as a sequence of A-modules. 

So, K%(G/H,P(A),T) (resp. K%{G/H,M{A),T)) is the nth algebraic 
A-group of the category of finitely generated A-projective Aii-modules 
(resp. category of finitely generated Aiif-modules) with respect to exact 
sequences which split when restricted to the various subgroups H' of H such 
that TH' ± 0. 

Moreover, observe that P£(G/H,P{A),T) (resp. P£(G/H,M(A),T)) 
is an algebraic A-group of the category of finitely generated A-projective 
AiJ-modules (resp. finitely generated Ail-modules) which are relatively 
iJ'-projective for subgroups H' of H such that TH ± 0 with respect to split 
exact sequences. In particular, P^(G/H,P(A),G/£) = KN(AH). If A is 
commutative, then KG(-,P(A),T) is a Green functor and KG(-,P(A),T) 
a n d P£(-,P(A),T) are KG(-,P(A),T)-modules. 

Now, let us interpret the maps, associated to G-maps S\ —>• S2- We 
may specialize to maps ip : G/H\ G/HI for H\ < < G and for 
convenience we may restrict ourselves to the case H2 = G, in which case we 
write Hi — H. In this case : [G/G, M(A)] ->• [iG/H,M_(A)] corresponds 
to the restriction of AG-modules to Aif-modules and ip* : [G/H,M_(A) —)• 
[G/G. M(A)] corresponds to the induction of Aff-modules to AG-modules 
(see [21]). 

We hope that this wealth of equivariant higher algebraic A-groups will 
satisfy a lot of future needs, and moreover, that the way they have been pro-
duced systematically, will help to keep them in some order, and to produce 
new variants of them, whenever desired. 

Since any G-set S can be written as a disjoint union of transitive G-
sets, isomorphic to some coset-set G/H,and since all the above A-functors 
satisfy the additivity condition, the above identifications extend to A-groups, 
defined on an arbitrary G-set S. 

4.3.5 Some applications 
We are now in a position to draw various conclusions just by quoting well 

established induction theorems, concerning KQ(—,P(A) and KG (—, P(A);T) 
and, more generally R ®Z KG(-,P(A)) and R®Z KG(-,P(A)-T) for R a 
subring of Q or just any commutative ring (see [17], [18], [19], [22]). Since 
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any exact sequence in P(A) is split exact, we have a canonical identification 
KG(-,P{A) = KQ(—,P(A)] G/e) (e < G the trivial subgroup) and, thus, 
may direct our attention to the relative case, only. 

So let T be a G-Set. For p a prime and q a prime or 0, V(p, T, q) denote 
the set of subgroups H < G such that the smallest normal subgroup Hi of H 
with a q-factor group has a normal Sylow-subgroup Hi with T1*2 ^ 0 and a 
cyclic factor group H\/H<i. Let %q denote the set of subgroups H < G which 
are q-hyperelementary, i.e. have a cyclic normal subgroup with a q-factor 
group (or are cyclic for q = 0). 

For A and R being commutative rings, let V(A, T, R) denote the union 
of all V(P, T, q) with pA ^ A and qR / R and let TLR denote the union of 
all Hq with qR ^ R. 

Then it has been proved (see [17], [18], [19]), that R®ZK${-,P{A)-,T) is 
S-projective for some G-set S if SH ^ 0 for all H G V(A, T, R) U HR. More-
over (see [19]), if A is a field of characteristic p / 0 , then KQ (—, P(A); T) is 
S-projective, already if SH / 0 for all H G V(A,T,R). 

4.3.6 Among the many possible applications of these results, we discuss 
just one special case. Let A = k be a field of characteristic p / 0, let 
R = Z(i) and let S = (J G/H. Then R ® K{f(-,P(k),T) and thus 

HeV{k,T,R) 

R®Kf(-,P{k),T) and R® Pt(~,P(k)]T) are S-projective. Moreover the 
Cartan map P{k)\ T) ->• Ki(X, P(k)-,T) is an isomorphism for any G-
set X, for which the Sylow-p-subgroups H of the stabilizers of the elements 
in X have a non empty fixed point set TH in T, since in this case T-exact 
sequences over X are split exact (see [ ]) and thus all functors C : X—> P(k) 
are T-projective, i.e. [X,P(k)]r [X,P(k)] is an isomorphism if [X, E_(k)} 
is taken to be exact with respect to T-exact and thus split exact sequences. 

This implies in particular that for all G-sets X the Cartan map 

P?{X x S,P(k);T) -»• Kf (X x S,P(k);T) 

is an isomorphism, since any stabilizer group of an element in X x S is a 
subgroup of a stabilizer group of an element in S and thus, by the very 
definition of S and D(k,T; Z(|), has a Sylow-p-subgroup H with TH / 0. 

This, finally implies that ^G(-,P(A;);T)5 K?(-,P{k),T)s is an iso-
morphism, so by the general theory of Mackey functors, 

Z(-) ® ^G(- ,P f c ;T) -»• Z(-) ® K?{-,Pk-T) 
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is an isomorphism. In the special case T = G/e) this is just the if-theory 
of finitely generated projective fcG-modules and ifG(—,P(/c); G/e) the if-
theory of finitely generated &7r-modules with respect to exact sequences. 

Thus, we have proved: 

4.3.6 Theorem Let k be a field of characteristic p, G a finite group. Then 
for all n > 0 the Cartan map Kn(kG) —> Gn(kG) induces isomorphisms 

Z( - ) ® Kn(kG) ~ Z ( - ) ® Gn(kG) . 
P P 

Finally, with the identification of Mackey functors: GSet —• Ab with 
Green's G-functors 8G —>• Ab as in 3.13(ii), and above interpretations of our 
equivariant theory in terms of group rings, we now have from the foregoing, 
the following result 4.3.7 which says that higher algebraic if-groups are 
hyper-elementary computable. For the proof of this result see [45]. 

4.3.7 Theorem [45] Let R be a Dedekind domain, G a finite group, M any 
of the functors 

Kn{R~), Gn(R-), SGn(R-), SKn(R-)] SG Z-mod 

For any commutative ring A with identity, define (A ® M) (H) = A ® 
M(H), H e SG. Let P be a set of rational primes, Zv = Z{J|q $ P}, C(G) 
the collection of all cyclic subgroups of G, hpC(G) = A, the collection of all 
hyper-elementary subgroups of G, i.e. A = {H < G\3H' < H, H' G C(G), 
H/H' a p-group for some p G P}. 

Then (ZP <g> M)(G) = limZP ® M(H) where limZP ® M(H) is the 
H 

subgroup of all (XH) G II Zp ® M(H) such that for any H, H' G A 
HEA 

satisfying gH'gC H, <p : H' —> H give by cp(h) = ghg-1, then Z-p ® 
M(ip)(xH) - xH> • 
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5 Equivariant Higher if-Theory for Profinite Group 
Actions 

5.1 Equivariant higher K-theory 

5.1.1 Let / be a filtered index set (i.e. I is a partially ordered set such that 
for i,j € I there exists k € I such that i < k, j < k). 

Note that I is a category whose objects are elements of J, with exactly 
one morphism from i to j if i < j and no morphism otherwise. 

Suppose that C is a category. A projectively (resp. injectively) filtered 
system of C-objects is a covariant (resp. contravariant) functor F : I —> C. 
A projective limit (X , m) of a projectively filtered system of C-objects is a C-
object X together with maps m : X —» Fi such that for all i,j € I with i < j 
and C-morphisms faj : Fi —» Fj, we have pj = (plJpi and moreover given 
another C-object Y and morphisms Vi : Y —> Fi with the same properties, 
then there exists exactly one map p : Y —» X such that pip = i^ for any 
iEl. 

Note that (X,p,i) is well-defined up to isomorphism by F. We shall 
denote the projective limit by limF or lim Fi. The injective limit limF is 
analogously defined. 

Although we shall apply the above definition to some other situations, 
we mention a particular example just to fix notations. Let I be the set of 
open normal subgroups H of a profinite group G, ordered by set inclusions, 
FH = G/H, and for H < H', <f>H,H, : G/H G/H' the canonical map. 
Then G = limF. 

Note that each G/H is a finite group. We shall henceforth denote G/H 
by GH 

5.1.2(a) Let G be a profinite group. A G-set is a finite set with discrete 
topology on which G acts continuously by permutations on the left i.e. G x 
S —S is continuous. The G-sets form a category GSet with an initial object 
which we shall denote by 4>, final object which we shall denote by X = G/G; 
sums (disjoint union) and products (Cartesian products) and more generally 
finite projective and injective limits. If S, T are G-set, we write GSet(S, T) 
for the set of G5et-morphisms from S to T. 

(b) A simple G-set has the form G/H where H is some open subgroup 
of G and so any G-set S has the form UG/H where H runs through some 
finite collection U of open subgroups of G. 
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(c) If S is a G-set we can associate with S a category S_ as follows - the 
objects of 5 are elements of S while for s,t G 5, 5(s, t) = { ( < 7 , s)\g € G,gs = 
t} with composition defined for t = gs by (h, t) o (<7, s) = (hg, s) and the 
identity morphism s —>• s given by (e, s) where e is the identity element of 
G. 

(d) Now, let G be an exact category in the sense of Quillen [76], [5, G] 
the category of covariant functors from S_ to C which factor through some 
finite quotient of G, that is, such that we have a functor lim[1SH, G] —» [S_, C] 

H 
where H runs through all open normal subgroups of G which act trivially 
on S and S_H corresponds to 5 as a G/H-set. If ( G [S, G], we shall write ( s 
for C(s). It can be easily checked that [S_, G] is an exact category (just as in 
the case for G finite) where a sequence C C C" is said to be exact if it 
is exact fibre-wise i.e. ('s -» —» is exact for all s G S. We now define 
KG(S,C) as the nth algebraic K-group associated with [5, G] with fibre-wise 
exact sequences. 

(e) Let S,T be G-sets. Just as for G finite, (see 4.2.1) we have the notion 
of a sequence of functors in [5, G] being T-exact and hence the definition of 
the nth algebraic iC-group associated with the category [5, G] with respect 
to T-exact sequences which we denote by K%{-,C,T). 

(f) Finally, the definition of T-projective functors in [S_, C] is as in 4.2.2 
and so we define PG(S,C,T) as the nth algebraic if-group associated with 
the full sub-category [5, C]T of T-projective functors in [5, G]. 

We now record the following theorem whose proof is similar to that for 
finite groups. 

5.1.3 Theorem [46] Let G be a profinite group, T a G-set, C an exact 
category. Then K°(-,C), K%{-,C,T), P°(-,C,T) : GSet Z - m o d 
are Mackey functors. If the pairing Gx C ->• C : (M, N) ->• MoN is naturally 
associative and commutative and C has an object E such that EoM = 
MoE = M for all M G C, then Kg(-,C),Kg(-,C,T) become Green 
functors and K%{-,C) become Kff(-,C) - modules, while K%{-,C,T), 
PG{-,C,T) become KTF(-,C,T)-modules. 

5.1.4 Remarks 
Since we saw in 5.1.2 (b) that a G-set S has the form UG/H where H 

runs through a finite collection of open subgroups of G and the K functors 
in 1.3, being Mackey functors, take disjoint union into direct sums, then 
to understand how the functors behave on a G-set 5, it suffices to under-
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stand their behaviour on transitive G-sets G/H. The interpretation of the 
behaviour of the functors in the latter case in terms of group-rings is similar 
to that for G finite and we omit details (see 4.3). However, we observe that 
if e is the identity of G, and H an open subgroup of G, P(R) the category 
of finitely generated projective modules over a commutative regular ring, 
R, we can identify Kg (G/H, P(R), G/e) with Gn(RH) while we identify 
Pg(G/H,P(R), G/e) with Kn(RH) for any ring R with identity. 

In this section, we indicate how to obtain the following result which is 
an extension of a similar result in Sec. 4 for finite groups (see 4.3.6). 

5.1.5 Theorem [46] Let G be a profinite group, k a field of characteristic 
p. Then for each n > 0, the Cartan homomorphism Kn(kG) -» Gn(kG) 
induces an isomorphism Z(\) ® Kn(kG) -»• Z{\) ® Gn{kG). 

5.1.6 Remarks (a) In view of the identifications in 5.1.4, we only have to see 
that for each n > 0, the Cartan map Pg(G/G,P{k), G/e) Kg(-,P{k), G/e) 
induces an isomorphism 

® i f (-, £(fc), G/e) * Z(i) ® Kg(-,P(k), G/e) 

(b) Let G A Gi, be a continuous homomorphism of profinite groups. 
Then 0 induces a functor <J) • G\Set —> GSet given by S —» S\G where S\G is 
obtained from S by restriction of the action of G\ on S to G via (f>, i.e. for 
s e S, g € G, gs = <j)(g)s. 

Also, if a : S —> T is a Gi-map then a is also a G-map CX\G = <t>(&) • 
S\G^T\G 

So, we have a canonical functor S\G —> S_ given by s —> s; (g, s) —> 
(4>(g),s). 

If G is an exact category, then 5 induces an exact functor [5, G] —> 
[5|G,G] which associates to any ( 6 [5, C] the G-equivariant G-bundle (\G 
over S\G (see 1.1.5 for definitions). Note that has the same fibres as 
( with G-action defined by restricting the Gi-action to G via </>. Hence 
we have a homomorphism 6 : KgL(S,C) —> Kg(S\G,C of A-groups. In 
particular, if S = G\/G\, then S\G = G/G and we have a homomorphism 
Kg1 (Gi/Gi, G) Kg (G/G, G). We now apply this situation to the canon-
ical map G GH from a profinite group G to GH = G/H where H is 
an open normal subgroup of G and C = P{R), and get a homomorphism 
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K°»{GH/GH, P(R)) 4 K<F(G/G,P(R)) where P(R) is the category of 
finitely generated projective i?-modules. 

(c) Note that the functor G : I Z - mod given by G/H K%H{GH/GH,P(R)) 
is an injectively filtered system of Abelian groups since if H,H' € I and 
H < H', then we have a homomorphism GH —>• G'H, and hence a functor 
GH/GH —>• GH'/GH' which induces an exact functor [G H'/ G H> , P(R)] —> 

['GH/GH,P(R)] which then induces a homomorphism KNH' (GH'/GH',P(R)) 
K^H(GH/GH,P(R)) of if-groups. Moreover, the homomorphisms XH 
KGH(GH/GH,P.(R)) -»• K%(G/G,P(R)), are compatible with Xh,H> and 
so we have a well-defined map LIMK%H (GH/GH,P{R)) (G/GP(R)). 

H 

By a similar argument, if T is a GH set, we have a homomorphism 
K%H(GH/GH,P{R),T) -»• K£{G/G,P(R),T\G) and in particular, if eH 

is the identity element of GH and e the identity element of G, we have 
homomorphisms 

K%»{GH/GH>P(R), GH/eH) -»• K°(G/G,P(R),G/e) and hence 
l i m ( G H / G H , P ( R ) , G H / e H ) K°(G/G,P(R),G/e. 

Similarly we obtain l imP^H (GH/GH, P(R), GH/&H) P%(G/G,P(R),G/e. 
H 

We now have the following 

5.1.7 Theorem [46] Let G be a profinite group, I = {H} the filtered index 
set of open normal subgroups of G, P(R) the exact category of finitely 
generated projective i?-modules. Then, in the notation of 5.1.6 (c), the 
induced maps 

(i) l i m K ° » ( G H / G H , P ( R ) ) K%(G/G,P(R)) 

(ii) h m K ° " ( G H / G H , P ( R ) ) K%(G/G,P(R),G/e) 

(iii) h m P ? « (GH/GH, P{R),GH/eH) -»• P°(G/G,P(R),G/e) are iso-H 
morphisms. 

Sketch of Proof 5.1.5. Now let G be a profinite group I = (H) the filtered 
index set of open normal subgroups of G. Then by 5.1.7 we have 

Z(-) <S> LIPK?"(GH/GH,E(K), GH/eH) ~ Z(~) ® K°(G/G,P(K),GE) 
P H P 

and 

Z(-) (GH/GH,P(K),GH/eH) - Z(~) ® Pg(G/G,P(k), GE) 
P H P 
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Now, consider the following commutative diagram 

Z(1-)®Pn(G/G,P(k),G(e) —> ® Kg(G/H, P(k), G/e) 

\^Z(-)®P£*{GH/GH,Plk),GH/eH) HmZ(-)mn(GH/GH,P(k),GH/eH) 
H P H P 

Note that each Gu is a finite group and so it follows from 4.3.6, that the 
Cartan map 

P^(GH/GH,P(k),GH/eH) Kg»(GH/GH,P(k),GH/eH) 

induce an isomorphism: 

Z(-)®PnH(GH/GH,P(k),GH/eH) = Z(-)®K^(GH/GH,P(k),GH/eH). 
P P 

So we have an induced isomorphism 

UmZ(-)®PgH(GH/GH,P(k),GH/eH) -»• li>Z(-)®Kn(GH/GH,P(k),GH/eH) 
H P H P 

So the bottom arrow of the square is an isomorphism. Since the vertical 
arrows are also isomorphisms, it means that the top arrow is also an isomor-
phism. 

5.2 Cohomology of Mackey functors (for profinite groups) 

In this section, we call attention to the fact that if G is a profinite group, 
the category GSet of G-sets is a category with finite sums, final object 
and finite pull-backs and so cohomology theory can be defined for Mackey 
functors GSet —> Z-mod. 

Consequently, vanishing theorems are obtained for the cohomology of the 
K-functors of Sees. 5.1 and also for the cohomology of profinite groups. 

5.2.1 (a) First note that if S is any G-Set, M : GSet ^Z-mod a Mackey 
functor, then Ms : GSet Z - mod defined by MS{T) = M(S x T) is a 
Mackey functor and moreover, the projection map pr : S x T —> T define 
natural transformations 9s : Ms M (resp. 0s : M Ms) and M is then 
said to be S-projective (resp. S-injective) if 9s (resp. 9s) is split surjective 
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(resp. injective). Note that M is 5-projective iff M is S-injective (see Sec. 
4.1 for various other equivalent properties of S-projectivity). 

(c) Let S, T be G-Sets, / : S -» *, g : T —>• * the unique maps from S to 
*,T to * respectively. 

f* 
If M : GSet ->-Z-mod is a Mackey functor, we write KS(M) = Ker(M(*) jL> 

M(S)) and IS(M) = Image(M(S) h M(*)) 
Now, if G : GSet Z-mod is a Green functor such that M is a G-module, 

it follows from Sec. 3.2, 3.3 that the pairing G x M —> M defines a pairing 
HlG x WM ->• Hi+JM (i,j > 0) and also HlG x WM Hi+m(i,j e 
Z). In particular, putting i — j = 0, M = G, we see that H°G,H°G 
are Green functors and that HlM are //°G-modules and HlM are H°G-
modules. Hence, if one can find n 6 N such that ral<3(*) G KsG + ITG, then 
nl^OQ^ G ITHG and so, n annihilates KT&SG for all i £ Z. In particular 
when T = S (i.e. / = g) and hence KTHG = HG, we have n • HsG = 0 for 
all i G Z. 
5.2.2 Our next step is to indicate how to get a suitable n which annihi-
lates the cohomology groups in terms of the order of G. This would come 
from Theorem 5.2.3 below due to A. Dress. First we need some preliminary 
definition and remarks. 

(a) A super-natural product is a formal product Upnp where the product 
is taken over all prime numbers and np is an integer 0 < np < oo. If G is a 
profinite group, H' a closed subgroup of G, then the index (G : H') of H' in 
G is defined by (G : H') = 1 c.m. (G/H, H'/H' n H) where H ranges over 
all open normal subgroups of G. The order of G written |G| is defined by 
|G| = (G : 1) = 1 c.m. \G/H\ 

(b) Let U be a family open subgroup of G, Sjj = UFGC/ G/H. Suppose 
that P is a set of rational primes. Define hpU = {H < G| there exist 
p £ P,H' < H, g e G, H' e U with H' open in G, H'/H a p-group and 
gH'g< H}. If for any G-set S, we write Gs = {g € G\gs = s for all 
s € S}, and N = f | sec (gKg~l), then N = Gs„. 

Keu 
Note that any G-set has the form Su for some U. 

5.2.3 Theorem [46] Let U be a finite set of open subgroups of G, P a set 
of rational primes, S = Su, (G; Gs)'p the maximal divisor of (G : Gs) which 
contains no prime divisor in P. Then for any Mackey functor M : GSet —>• 
Z-mod, we have 

(C : Gs)'PM(*) C IShpU(M) + KS(M) . 
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We state our first conclusion from the above in the following: 

5.2.4 Theorem [46] Let C be an exact category such that the pairing 
G x G —)• G : ( X , Y) —> X o Y is naturally associative and commutative and 
G has an object E such that E o X = X o E = for all X G C. Let S, T be 
G-sets, P a set of rational primes. Suppose that M is any of the functors 
Kg(-C), Kg(-,C,T), P°(-,C,T) then (G : GS)'PH{M) = 0. 

Proof see [46]. 
Our second conclusion concerns the vanishing of cohomology groups of G. 

5.2.5. Let G be a profinite group, A any ZG-module. For S G GSet, let 
i f S) = GSet(S.A). 

Then GSet(S,A) is an Abelian group where for f i , f 2 G GSet(S,A) we 
define (/i + /2)(s) = fi(s) + /2(s). One can prove that A : GSet -»• Z-
mod is a Mackey functor (see 3.1.2 or 4.2 and 4.5 for a similar proof for G 
finite). If H is an open normal subgroup of G, A(G/H) = GSet(G/H, A) = 
Ah = H°(H,A) the zeroi/i cohomology group of H with coefficients in A. 
Moreover H*A{*) = Hl{G,A) and the HlA are H°A-modules by 5.2.1 (c). 
More generally, if we write = Hl(S,A) for any G-Set S, then we 
have 

5.2.6 Theorem. Let G be a profinite group, S a G-Set, A a ZG=module, 
P a set of rational primes, then (G, Gs)'pHl(S, A) = 0 for all i G Z 

Proof see 46] 

5.2.7 Remarks The above result 5.2.6 applies to G = Gal(A:s/A;) the Galois 
group of the separable closure ks of a field k, A = k*, the units of ks. 
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6 Equivariant Higher if-Theory for Compact Lie 
Group Actions 

6.1 Mackey functors on the category A(G) of homogeneous 
spaces 

6.1.1 For a compact Lie group G, the category A(G) is defined as follows: 
obA(G) := homogeneous spaces G/H. The morphisms in A(G)(G/H, G/K) 
are the elements of the Abelian group U(G,G/H x G/K) and have the 
form (a, /3) : G/L —)• G/H x G/K which can be represented by diagram 
{G/H G/L A G/K}, so that U(G,G/H x G/K) = free Abelian group 
on the equivalence classes of diagrams G/H G/L A G/K where two such 
diagrams are equivalent if there exists an isomorphism a : G/L —>• G/L' such 
that the diagram 

G/L 

s \ 

G/H a G/K 

\ s 
G/L' 

commutes up to homotopy. 
Composition of morphisms is given by a bilinear map 

U(G, G/H\ x G/H2) x U(G, G/H2 x G/H3) U{G, G/Hx x G/H3) 

where the composition of (a,/3i) : A —>• G/H\ x G/H2 and ((32,j) : B ^ 
G/H2 x G/H3 yields a G-map (aa, 77) : C G/H\ x G/H2 where 7, a are 
maps j •. C —t B and a : C —>• A, respectively. 

6.1.2 Remarks (i) Each morphism G/H A G/L A G/K is the composition 
of special types of morphisms 

G/H G/L 4 GL and G/L £ G/L A G/K . 

(ii) Let 7TQ (or G) be the homotopy category of the orbit category or (G), 
that is, the objects of 7To (or G) are the homogeneous G-spaces G/H and 
morphisms are homotopy classes [G/L —>• G/K] of G-maps G/L —> G/K. 
We have a covariant functor TTQ (or G) A(G) given by [G/L A G/K] —> 
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(G/L G/L A G/K) and a contravariant functor 7r0 (or (G)) A{G) 
given by 

[G/H G/L] -> [G/H (G/L 4 G/L) 

(iii) Addition is defined in A(G)(G/H, G/K) =U{G,G/H x G/K) by 

(G/H G/L -»• G/A) + (G/LT «- G/L' -»• G/A) 

= (G/if «- (G/L) U(G/L') -»• G/A) 
where (G/L)U(G/L') is the topological sum of G/L and G/L'. 

6.1.3 Let i? be a commutative ring with identity. A Mackey functor M 
from A(G) to R — mod is a contravariant additive functor. Note that M is 
additive if 

M : A(G)(G/H, G/K) -» R - mod(M(G/K), M(G/H)) 

is an Abelian group homomorphism. 

6.1.4 M comprises of two types of induced morphisms 

(i) If a : G/H —>• G/K is a G-map, regarded as an ordinary morphism 
a\ : G/H G/H A G/K of A(G), we have an induced morphism 

M(ax) - M*(a) =: a* : M(G/K) M(G/H) 

(ii) if a in (i) is induced from H C K i.e. a(gH) = gK, call a* the 
restriction morphism. 

(iii) If we consider a as a transfer morphism a! : G/H <— G/K —» G/K in 
A(G), then we have 

M(a ) =: M*(a) = a* : M(G/H) M(G/K) 

and call a* the induced homomorphism associated to a. 

6.1.5 A Green functor V : A(G) —> R — mod is a Mackey fnctor together 
with a pairing V x V —>• V such that for each object 5, the map V(S) x 
V(S) —> V(S) turns V(S) into an associative i?-algebra such that /* pre-
serves units. 

If V is a Green functor, a left ^-module is a Mackey functor M together 
with a pairing V x M -» M such that M(S) is a left F(5)-module for every 
S € A{G). 
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6.2 An equivariant higher A-theory for G-actions 

6.2.1 Let G be a compact Lie group, X a G-space. We can regard X as 
a category X_ as follows. The objects of A are elements of X and for x, 
x' E X, X{x,x') = {g€ G\gx = x'} 

6.2.2 Let A be a G-space, C an exact category in the sense of Quillen [76], 
i.e. C is an additive category embeddable as a full subcategory of an Abelian 
category O such that C is equipped with a class £ of exact sequences. 

0 M' M M" -»• 0 (I) 

such that 

(i) £ is the class of sequences (I) in the C that are exact in O. 

(ii) C is closed under extensions in O that is, if (I) is an exact sequence in 
O, and M', M" e C then M eC 

Let [A, CJ be the category of functors X_ —> C. Then [A, C] is an exact 
category where a sequence 0 C" 0 is exact in [A, C] if and 
only if 

0 -»• C'(s) -»• c(x) -»• C(x) -»• o 
is exact in C, for all x e X. In particular, for X = G/H in A/G), [G/H,C] 
is an exact category. 

6.2.3 Example The most important example of [G/H,C] is when C is the 
category M( C) of finite dimensional vector spaces over the field C of com-
plex numbers. Here, the category [G/H,M.{C)] can be identified with the 
category of G-vector bundles on the compact G-space G/H where for any 
c e [G/H,M{C)]. X € G/H, ((x) € M(C) is the fibre 4 of the vector 
bundle ( associated with (. Indeed, £ is completely determined by where 
e = eH (see [87]). 

6.2.4 Definition For X = G/H and all n > 0, define K°(X,C) as the 
nth algebraic A-group of the exact category [A, C] with respect to fibre-wise 
exact sequence introduced in 6.2.2 

6.2.5 Theorem 
(i) For all n > 0, K°(-,C) : A{G) Z — mod is a Mackey functor, 
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(ii) Kg(-,C) : A{G) Z - mod is a Green functor and Kg(-,C) is a 
JKQ^—,C)-module for all n > 0 

Proof see [53] 

6.2.6 Examples 
(i) In general [G/H,C] = category of .^-representations in C. Hence 

[G/G,C]= category of G-representations in C. If C = M(C) the category of 
finite dimensional vector spaces over the complex numbers C, Kg (G/G, M( C)) 
is the complex representation ring denoted by Rc(G) or simply R(G) in the 
literature. 

(ii) If C — M_(R) := category of finitely generated i?-modules, where R 
is a Noetherian ring compatible with the topological structure of G, then 
Kg(G/H,M(R)~Gn(RH). 

(iii) If C = P{R) = category of finitely generated projective i?-modules, 
we have 

Kg{G/H,P{R)) = Gn(H, R) and 

when R is regular Gn(R, H) ~ Gn(RH). 

6.3 Induction theory for equivariant higher K-functors 

In this section, we discuss the induction properties of the equivariant K-
functors constructed in Sec. 2 leading to the proof of Theorem 3.10 below. 

6.3.1 Definition Let G be a compact Lie group. A finite family S = 
(G/H)j£j is called an inductive system. Such a system yields two homo-
morphisms p(S) (induction map) and i(£) (restriction maps) defined by 

p(E) : © M(G/Hj) M(G/G) 
jeJ 

(xj\jej) E P(Hj)*(xj) 
t(E) : M(G/G) © M(G/Hj) 

jeJ 
X H+ (p(Hj)*x\j e J ) 

Note that p(H) denotes the unique morphism G/H G/G. S is said to be 
injective if i(S) is injective. Note that the identity [id] of U(G, G/K x G/H) 
has the form 

[id\ = SQnQ[a : G/La -> G/K x G/H] . (I) 
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6.3.2 Let S(K, H) be the set a over which the summation (I) is taken and 
let a = (a(l), a(2)) be the component of a, where a(l) : G/La —G/K\ 
a(2) : G/La ->• G/H. 

Define the induction map 

p(X,G/H) : ®JEJ(®AES{HJ,H)M(G/La)) -y M(G/H) 

by 
(x{j,a)) ^ {Y,jeJ{Y,a(,s{HhH)naa(2)*x{j,a)) 

and restriction maps 
i(?,G/H) : M(G/H) ©iej(©aeS(Hj.lff)M(G/LQ) 

by 
x ->• (a(2)*a:|(a e S{Hj,H) j € J) . 

6.3.3 Theorem [53] Let M = K^(-,C),V = K§(-,C) be respectively 
Mackey and Green functors A(G) Z — mod defined in 6.2.5. If E is pro-
jective for V, then for each homogeneous space G/H, the induction map 
p(J^,G/H) is split surjective and the restriction map G/H) is split in-
jective. 

Proof see [53]. 

6.3.4 Remarks As will be seen below (6.3.6), V = K§(-C) has "defect 
sets" D(V) and so E = {G/H\H G D{V)} is projective for V. It would then 
mean that an induction theorem for KQ(—,C) implies a similar theorem for 
K<*(-,C) (see 3.4.2 Remarks). 

6.3.5 Definition A finite set E of conjugacy classes (H) is an induction set 
for a Green functor V if ®V(G/H) -> V(G/G) given by 

(x{H)) ZpiH)*(x(H)) is surjective. 

Define E < F iff for each (H) G E, there exists (K) G F such that (H) < (K) 
i.e. H is subconjugate to K. Then < is a partial ordering on induction sets. 

6.3.6 Lemma Every Green functor V possesses a minimal induction set 
D(V), called the defect set of V. 

For proof see [107]. 
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Hence KQ(—C) has defect sets. 

6.3.7 Let V be a Green functor and M be a ^-module. Define homomor-
phisms 

Pi,P2 • © © M(G/La) -)• © M{G/Hi) 
i,jeJ aes(i,j) kej 

by 
p2{x{i,j,a)) =Y, Yl Vaa(2)^x{i,j,a) 

ieJ aes(i,j) 

and 
P i { x ( i , j , a ) ) = X ] Y1 Vaa(l)*x(i,j,a) 

ieJ aeS(i,j) 

where S(i,j) = S(Hi,Hj) and a £ S(i,j) is in the decomposition of [id] £ 
U{G,G/Hi x G / H j ) . 

6.3.8 Theorem [53] Let M = K%{-,C). Then there exists an exact se-
quence 

®ijej(®aes(ij)M{G/La) P2^Pl ®k€JM(G/Hk) A M(G/G) -»• 0 . 

Proof see [53] 

6.3.9 Definition A subgroup C of G is said to be cyclic if powers of a 
generator of C are dense in G. If p is a rational prime, then a subgroup K 
of G is called p-hyperelementary if there exists an exact sequence 1 C —> 
K —P —> 1 where P is a finite p-group and C a cyclic group such that the 
order of C/CQ is prime to p. Here, Co is the component of the identity in C. 
It is called hyperelementary if it is p-hyperelementary for some p. 

Let % be the set of hyperelementary subgroups of G. We now have the 
following result which is the goal of this section and typifies results that can 
be obtained. 

6.3.10 Theorem [53] Let M = K%(-,M(C)). Then ®UM{G/H) 
M(G/G) is surjective (i.e. M satisfies hyper-elementary induction) i.e. 
M(G/G) can be computed in terms of p-hyperelementary subgroups of G). 

Proof See [53] 
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6.4 Remarks on possible generalizations 

6.4.1 let B be a category with finite sums, a final object and finite pull-backs 
(and hence finite products). 

A Mackey functor M : B -»• Z - mod is a bifunctor M = (M*, M*), M* 
covariant, M* contravariant such that M(X) — M*(A) = M*(X) for all 
X G B and 

(i) For any pullback diagram 

the diagram 

A' a2 

I Pi l / 2 in B 
Ai 4 A 

M{A') a M(Ai) 

t P i 
H 

t f*2 is commutative 
M(Ai) H M(A) 

(ii) M* transforms finite coproducts in B over finite products in Z — mod. 

6.4.2 Now suppose that G is a compact Lie group. Let B be the category of 
G-spaces of the G-homotopy type of G-CW complexes (e.g. G-ENR spaces, 
see [107] or [63]). Then B is a category with finite coproducts (topological 
sums), final object and finite pullbacks (fibred products ) (see [1]). Hence a 
Mackey functor is defined on B along the lines of 4.1. 

Hence, in a way analogous to what was done in [4.2] or [22] we could 
define for X, Y G B, the notion of Y-exact sequences in the exact category 
[A,C\ (where C is an exact category) and obtain Kg(X,C,Y) as the nth 
algebraic A-group of [A,C] with respect to Y-exact sequences. 

We could also have the notion of an element £ G [A, C] being Y projective 
and obtain full subcategory [A, C]y of Y-projective functors in [A, C] so that 
we could obtain Pg(A, C, Y) as the nth algebraic A-group of [A, C]y with re-
spect to split exact sequences and then show that Kg(—,C, Y), (Pg(—, C, Y) : 
B —• Z — mod are Mackey functors and that Kg(- ,C, Y) : B —Z — mod is 
a Green functor and A^(- ,C,Y), Pg(-,C,Y) are Af (-,C,T)-modules in 
a way analogous to what was done in [21], [22], 

One could exploit these possibilities for further results. 
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7 Some Relevant Techniques from Stable Homo-
topy Theory 

Let G be a finite group. In [92], K. Shimakawa provided a G-spectrum 
formulation of part of the equivariant Higher Algebraic K-theory discussed 
in Sec. 4.1 using methods from stable homotopy theory. The aim of this 
section is to present the main features of his work. 

We remark however, that there is also an Equivariant Algebraic K-
Theory due to Z. Fiedorowicz, H. Hauschild and J.P. May (see [23]), but 
the connections with the equivariant Algebraic if-theory discussed earlier in 
these notes are yet to be clarified. Time and space have prevented me from 
discussing the theory in [23]. 

7.1 Generalities on Mackey functors and equivariant stable 
homotopy theory 

In this subsection, we briefly introduce some language, definitions and termi-
nologies to be used in 7.2. For information on equivariant stable homotopy 
theory, see the excellent survey [30] by J.P.C. Greenlees and J.P. May. Al-
though our applications in 7.2 will be specifically to the case of finite groups, 
we shall in this subsection consider compact Lie groups and specialize to fi-
nite groups when the need arises. 

7.1.1 Let G be a compact Lie group, V a complex representation of G. 
We shall write Sv ~ V U oo for the one-point compactification of V and 
S(y) := {x E V\(x,x) = 1}. 

A G-inverse U is a countably infinite dimensional real inner product 
space with an action of G through linear isometrics. Note that U is the 
sum of countably many copies of each of a set of representations of G and 
U D R°°. Say that U is complete if it contains a copy of every irreducible 
representation of G. Denote by UG the fixed point universe of a complete 
G-universe U. 

7.1.2 A G-spectrum indexed on U consists of a based G-space EV (one 
for each indexing space V C U) together with a transitive system of based 
G-homeomorphism a : EV Nw~vEW for V C W (where W -V is the 
orthogonal complement of V in W and QVX = F(SV,X). 

Let GSU denote the category of G-spectra indexed on U. If X is a based 
G-space, put Q(X) = U y c

a n d d e f i n e a spectrum (S°°X)(F) = 
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Q{ HVX). 
If we drop the requirement that the maps a = &v,w '• EV —> Q.w~vEW 

be homeomorphisms, we obtain the notion of G-prespectrum. Let GVU 
denote the category of G-prespectra indexed on U. 

7.1.3. A homotopy between maps E -» F of G-spectra is a map EAI+ —> F. 
Let [E, F]G •= set of homotopy classes of maps E — F . For n > 0, define 
the sphere G-spectrum Sn by Sn := S°°5n. 

Let hGSU denote the homotopy category of spectra indexed on U and 
hGSU the stable homotopy category obtained from hGSU by inverting weak 
equivalences through G-spectra approximations (see [30]). 

7.1.4 Let hOr(G) be the homotopy category of the orbit category Or(G) 
of G. Let ZhOr{G) be the a category such that Ob(ZhOr(G)) = ob(hOr{G)) 
and HomZh0r{G)(G/H, G/K) the free Abelian group on the homotopy classes 
of maps G/H ->• G/K. 

Now a Mackey functor is defined as a contravariant additive functor 
M : ZhOr(G) Z - mod (I). 

Now 7i(hOr(G)) is isomorphic to the full subcategory of naive orbit spec-
tra E°°G/H+ in the stable homotopy category hGSUG of G-spectra. Let 
hO(S)U be the full subcategory of orbit spectra on the stable homotopy 
category hGSU. Now define a Mackey functor as an additive contravariant 
functor M : hO(S)U Z - mod. 

One can then identify M with M in (I) above if we put M(G/H) = 
M(E°°G/#+). 

If G is a finite group and GSet the category of finite G-Sets and G-maps, 
let h(GSet)SU be the full subcategory of the stable homotopy category 
whose objects are for finite G-sets X. Then hO(S)U embeds as a 
full subcategory of h(GSets)SU. Now, every object of h(GSet)SU is a fi-
nite wedge of objects of hO(S)U and since an additive contravariant functor 
hO(S)U -» Z — mod determines and is determined by a contravariant addi-
tive functor h(GSet)SU —> Z —mod, it follows that an additive contravariant 
functor determines and is determined by a Mackey functor as discussed in 
Sec. 3. 
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7.2 G-spectrum formulation of equivariant higher algebraic 
K-theory (G finite group) 

7.2.1 Let WQ be the category of non-degenerate based G-spaces hav-
ing the G-homotopy type of based G-CW complexes. Endow WG with a 
standard G-action (g, / ) i-» fg for morphisms / in WG- Let be a full 
subcategory of WQ such that the objects of are based finite G-sets S of 
the form np = {0,1,2,..., n} whose G-action is given by a homomorphism 
p : G —>• En (where £„ is the symmetric group of degree n). 

A special T^-space is a G-equivariant function A : TG —> WG such that 
(i) A(0) is G-contractable 
(ii) for every S G R G , the based G-map A(S) ->• A ( 5 , A ( 1 ) ) given by 

a —> {A(prs)a}s G S_ is a G-homotopy equivalence and prs : S —> 1 = {0,1} 
and p r ^ d ) = s. 

Any special Tc-space A gives rise to a G-equivariant functor EA : WG —» 
WQ '• A —»• EA(X) (see [92]) giving rise to a G-spectrum SGA = {EA{SV)} 
indexed on G-modules V. 

7.2.2 Let S be a based finite G-set, VS = set of all subsets of S — {0} 
as a discrete G-category based at <f> 6 VS. Then VS is a monoidal G-
category. For S G obVG define CA(S) := MonCatiVS. C) as the category of 
monoidal functors VS -» C and monoidal natural transformations equipped 
with G-action 

(sC)M=s(C(<TV>) 9 EG CgCA(5) 
Let (CA) denote the rG-space: S |CA(5)| where |CA(S)| denotes the 

geometric realisation of CA(S) (see [86]). 

7.2.3. Let T> be a simplicial monoidal G-graded category and V a sim-
plicial G-graded subcategory of V closed under product and multiplication 
of V. Call (V, V) a pair of monoidal G-graded categories. 

Let EG be the translation category of G (i.e. EG is a category with one 
object and morphisms elements of G). Regard EG as a G-graded category 
via the projection EG -> EG/G = G. Let [AG, V] be the category of 
functors EG —> V endowed with G-action (f/CX®) = C(x9) where g € G, 
C € [EG,V], x € EG. Then [EG, V] is also a simplicial G-graded monoidal 
category with G-equivariant multiplication 

(Cir,)(x) = C(x) ±v ij(x)VC,f} € [EG, V], x G EG 
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Let B(V,V) := G-stable monoidal full subcateory of [EG, D]consisting 
of those objects ( : EG —> V which factor through V. 

Then \B(V,V)A\ is a special Tc-space (in the notation of 7.2.1) (see 
[86]). 

We denote by KG(V,V) the spectrum SG\B{V,V')A\. Write KG(T>) for 
KG{V,V). 

For any finite G-set P, write KG(T>, V')p for the spectrum SG\{B(V, V')P)A 

where B(V, V')p denotes the P-fold product of B(V, V) with itself, equipped 
with G-action (see [92]). Then there exists a natural equivalence 

Kg{V.V')p F(P+,Kg(V.V'))) 

7.2.4, For any suitable category C, (C symmetric monoidal or exact), 
write K(C) for the algebraic K-theory spectrum so that nn(K(C)) = Kn(C) 

7.2.5. 
Now let C be an exact category, S a G-set, S_ the category (trans-

lation category) associated to S as discussed in 1.1.5. Let Kg{S,C) be 
the nth algebraic if-group associated with the exact category [5, C]. Then 
Kg(—,C) : GSet —> Z — mod is a Mackey functor. We now discuss this 
functor under suitable hypothesis (e.g. when every short exact sequence in 
C splits in a new context under the umbrella of stable homotopy theory. 

7.2.6. Let Iso(C) be the subcategory of all isomorphisms in C. Let Q(S,C) 
denote the spectrum {| Qn [5, C] |} obtained by applying the iterated Q-construction 
to [S,C] (see [108]). 

Then by [92], we have a natural map 

5S : K([S,Iso{C)]) = K{Iso[S,C]) SIK{Q\S,C\)^Q(S,C) 

such that the induced homomorphisms 

Ss : Kn([S,Iso(C)]) ^ Kg(S,C) 
are isomorphisms by the '+ = Q' theorem. 

Since there is a natural isomorphism of monoidal categories [5, Iso(C)] ~ 
{[EG, Iso(C)}s)G then we can identify Kn{[S, Iso(C)]) with irG(F(S+,KGIso(C)). 

The following result, which is the main target for the section is due to 
K. Shimakawa [92]. 
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Theorem 7.2.6 [92] let C be an exact category. Then there exists a functor 
QG from exact categories to G-spectra and a natural transformation <5 : 
KGISO(C) —» QGC with the following properties 

(i) The coefficient groups of QGC satisfy natural isomorphisms of Mackey 
functors. 

TT%F{S+, QGC) ~ K°(S,C) S e GSet 

(ii) The homomorphisms IT%F(S+,KGISOC) IR%F(S+, QGC) induced 
by 5 coincides with the homeomorphisms 5s : Kn(S,Iso(C)) —K^(S,C). 

Moreover, <5 : KGISO(C) —> QGC is a G-equivalence if every exact se-
quence in C splits. 

Remarks 7.2.7(i). It would be nice to have a G-spectrum formulation of 
the equivariant higher Algebraic if-theory exposed in Sec. 6 also for G a 
profinite group and G a compact Lie group. However, J.P. May informs me 
that equivariant infinite loop space theory itself is only well understood for 
finite groups G. He thinks that profinite groups may be within reach but 
compact Lie groups are a complete mystery because no progress has so far 
been made towards a recognition principle in that case. There is also need 
for a better G-spectrum formulation of the absolute case in the style of 7.2.6 
above without the requirement that all short exact sequences in C split. 

(ii) It should also be possible to work out an equivariant higher algebraic 
if-theory for Waldhausen categories and get more general results in this 
context. 
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